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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis evaluates particle-spring systems as conceptual design tools in an effort to create 
efficient grid shell structures.  Currently many simulation tools are available to create 
representations of intricate geometries and forms.  However, these forms can become highly 
complex and challenging upon their realization.  A lack of understanding of these forms leads to 
structures that cannot support their corresponding loads due to their shape, boundary 
conditions or edge conditions.  To create successful grid shells, designers must understand the 
design principles behind these forms.  The goals of this research were achieved through a 
parametric study that involved manipulating the topology and topography of three global grid 
shell geometries.  It was determined that the ability of particle-spring form finding methods to 
create good structures is highly dependent on both the mesh type used and the structure’s 
global geometry.  A list of implications has been developed and is presented in this work. 
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1 Introduction 
With increased ease of simulating form finding, designers have the ability to create complex 
shapes and structures using particle-spring systems.  Unfortunately, with a lack of 
understanding and difficulty in verifying the quality of their final forms, designers may find that 
their structures are unsuitable for carrying loads based on the supports or boundary conditions.  
This leads to inefficiency in the design process and reveals the need for a means to assess 
particle-spring systems. The objective of this work is to evaluate the form finding technique of 
particle-spring systems as a tool to generate ‘good’ grid shell structures.  A parametric study 
was conducted by varying characteristics that define grid shell geometry.  The change in 
structure stiffness, member stress, and load carrying capacity are used to investigate these 
networks.  Three structural forms were used in the study including spherical caps, rectangular 
grids and double curved barrel vaults.  
1.1 Definition of Form Finding 
Form finding has developed two characterizations - the ‘classical’ and the ‘modern’ definitions.  
Classical form finding is the relationship between form and force.  In this design process the 
shape of a form is defined by the static equilibrium of forces throughout the structure.  Thus 
the structural shape is dependent upon the forces and vice versa.  The more modern 
interpretation of form finding is no longer described as ‘form following force.’  The new 
perception of form finding is the description of geometry and the process of identifying an 
appropriate architectural and structural shape.  Many different methods of form finding have 
been developed.   
These methods can be categorized in three main families:  stiffness matrix methods, geometric 
stiffness methods and dynamic equilibrium methods.  This thesis focuses on a process that falls 
in the latter category.  This category of methods arrives at a static solution by using dynamic 
equilibrium equations. 
Form finding is a useful technique to all designers, engineers and architects.  Not only does 
form finding create efficient structures for engineers, but forms created with this technique are 
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aesthetically appealing and visually interesting for architects.  Form found structures are 
extremely durable, thin and lightweight.  They allow for long span structures that minimize 
vertical supports allowing for maximum light and circulation through the space.  Other 
applications include fabric structures.  Through simple experiments it can be realized that a 
double curved shell made out of the same amount of material as a flat structure can support up 
to three times as much load (Linkwitz, 1999).  Furthermore “…the structural form defines the 
structural shape of the building on the outside and the form of the space on the inside.   There 
is no longer any distinction between engineering and architecture” (Berger, 1999). 
1.2 Definition of Particle-Spring System 
Particle-spring systems are a relatively new method of finding structural form.  However, this 
technique has long been implemented in the modeling of hair and fabric in animations in the 
video game and movie industries.  Particle-spring systems are made up of particles and springs 
(Figure 1.1).  The particles are dimensionless points in space where all mass is concentrated.  
The springs connect particles to one another and are modeled as straight linear elastic bars.  
Each spring element is assigned a constant axial stiffness, initial length and damping factor.  
Typically the mass of the particles represents the self-weight of the structural form.  Once the 
form finding process is initiated, the initial shape of the particle spring network is not in 
equilibrium and the forces begin to impact the particles.  These forces are generated by the 
displacements of the springs from their rest length and the forces applied to the particles.  The 
system will begin to oscillate, extending beyond the equilibrium shape and rebounding.   The 
damping coefficients effectively damp the system so it can eventually come to a rest position 
that represents an approximate equilibrium position. This process will be expanded on in 
Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.1: Hanging cable to particle-spring network 
 
1.3 Definition of ‘Good Structure’ 
The criteria for defining a structure or design as ‘good’ are very subjective.  A logical way to 
categorize structures is to identify their ability to withstand their corresponding loads. By this 
standard, a good structure supports the loads that it is subjected to (Figure 1.2) while a bad 
structure fails resulting in its collapse (Figure 1.3).    
 
Figure 1.2: Good structure
1
 Figure 1.3: Bad structure
2
 
  
Another interpretation of good design was developed in the early 1980’s by Dieter Rams (1932 - 
), an industrial engineer from Germany (Vitsoe, 2013).  Rams understood the subjective nature 
of design evaluation. Though he recognized that good design cannot be definitively measured, 
he did believe there are important underlying principles behind a good design.  Rams 
understood that good design relies on purity and simplicity. He created ten principles of good 
design, also referred to as the Ten Commandments of Good Design: 
                                                     
1
 http://okbridges.wkinsler.com/rogers_county/verdigrisbridge4.html 
2
 http://www.engineeringcivil.com/civil-engineering-disasters-collapse-of-bridges.html 
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1. Good design is innovative 
2. Good design makes a product useful 
3. Good design is aesthetic 
4. Good design helps us understand a product 
5. Good design is unobtrusive 
6. Good design is honest 
7. Good design is durable 
8. Good design is consequent to the last detail 
9. Good design is concerned with the environment 
10. Good design is as little design as possible 
Despite being created by an industrial engineer, these principles can still be applied to large-
scale civil structures such as building and bridge structures.  With these philosophies it is clear 
that good structure cannot be measured in a finite way, and many aspects should be taken into 
consideration through the design process.  This issue of good structure will be revisited.  
1.4 Motivation 
In a world where sustainable practice is becoming increasingly important, lightweight design is 
becoming more relevant.  Grid shells are evolving as a universal structural solution enabling 
structure and façade to be merged into one layer (Kolarevic, 2003).  Furthermore, the design of 
minimalist structures is becoming progressively easier with the availability of powerful analysis 
tools that can simulate forms and predict their behavior.  Surface structures, such as grid shells, 
use a minimal amount of material to span long distances. However, these simple forms can turn 
out to be highly complex and challenging.   
1.5 Problem Statement  
1.5.1 Thesis Goals 
There is a need to evaluate the performance of particle-spring found form and to provide 
guidelines on the influences of topology and topography in performance.  This thesis evaluates 
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and assesses the product of particle-spring found form.  The goals of this thesis are summarized 
in three questions: 
1. How important is mesh in creating particle-spring models of grid shell structure? 
2. How important are boundary conditions in creating particle-spring models of grid shell 
structure? 
3. Do particle-spring systems create ‘good’ grid shell structure? 
1.5.2 Approach 
This thesis conducts a parametric study varying the topology and topography of grid shell 
forms.  The study is performed on three structural geometries: the spherical cap, the 
rectangular hanging inverted mesh, and the barrel vault.  The structure stiffness, maximum out-
of-plane bending stress, linear bulking factor due to uniform load, and linear buckling factor 
due to asymmetric loading are calculated and compared between structural forms.  The 
geometries were created using the three dimensional modeling platform Rhinoceros with the 
parametric plug-in Grasshopper and the physics engine plug-in Kangaroo (Figure 1.4).  Oasys 
General Structural Analysis (GSA) was used to analyze the found form (Figure 1.5).  The chosen 
parameters and programs are further discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. 
 
Figure 1.4: Form finding tools 
 
Figure 1.5: Analysis tools 
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1.5.3 Outline of Chapters 
A literature review on relevant research and publications on particle-spring systems and grid 
shells is presented in Chapter 2.  This section focuses on form finding using particle-spring 
systems and identifies contributions to structural design and gaps of information in the 
literature that create a need for this original research. In Chapter 3 the methodology for 
achieving the thesis goals is presented.  The form finding methods using the platform 
Rhinoceros with plug-ins Grasshopper and Kangaroo and the analysis methods using Oasys GSA 
are described. 
Chapter 4 will present the results of this thesis including a discussion on the outcome of the 
parametric studies for the spherical cap, rectangular hanging mesh, and the barrel vault.  
Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the key contributions of this work.  
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The objectives of this chapter are to present key contributions of previous research performed 
on grid shells and the particle-spring method of form finding.  This provides a background and 
context for the contributions herein.  The relevant history of form finding will be presented 
followed by a brief background of grid shells.  Finally work on particle-springs will be discussed 
along with current design tools. 
2.2 History of Form Finding  
The principle of an inverted catenary arch, first discovered by Robert Hooke in the 1670s, has 
been successfully applied by many engineers and architects to create efficient structures since 
the late 17th and early 18th centuries.  When a flexible rope or cable is suspended between two 
supports, a curve known as a catenary is formed under its self-weight.  This form experiences 
only tension forces.  When this catenary is made rigid and flipped about its supports to form an 
arch it experiences only compression forces.  Antoni Gaudi was one of the first to use this 
concept in structural design for the crypt of the Church of Colonia Guell, Santa Coloma de 
Cervello near Barcelona.  This principle was not applied in three dimensions until the 1950s, 
accomplished through the successful development of thin membrane structures by the Swiss 
engineer Heinz Isler (Chilton, 2010).  Isler’s method utilized physical models (Figure 2.1) and 
experiments requiring precise measurements to allow for the structures to be scaled to full size.  
However, error magnification can occur when scaling on such a large magnitude. For example, 
error magnification was a result of the structural design of the roofs for the 1972 Olympic 
Games sports arena in Munich.  A 1:125 scale model of the Stadium was constructed, but 
conventional measurements proved inaccurate for the cutting technology of the time (Lewis, 
2003). These accuracy issues were eventually resolved through taking photogrammetric 
measurements of the model, but even a 0.5mm measurement on this scale would have 
resulted in 6.25cm discrepancy.  For a thin structural shell of the type Isler modeled, this 
discrepancy could have accounted for the entire thickness, leading to subsequent structural 
failure.  While it is true that these methods work well for visualization purposes, the complexity 
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and the extreme care involved in the process are perhaps why the methods have not been 
continued.    
 
Figure 2.1: Hanging models by Heiz Isler
3
 
 
Another early innovator in funicular structures was Frei Otto.  Defining funicular as “purely in 
tension” or “purely in compression,” funicular structures are observed as efficient forms. Their 
ability to resist a large amount of load per structural weight or area makes them useful in long 
span and lightweight structures.  Frei Otto was an early pioneer in finding the form of these 
structures.  Like Isler, Otto relied on physical models and natural forms to imitate desired 
structure. In keeping with the advances of technology, however, by the 1970s designers like 
Otto were using computation to analyze the properties of funicular structures.  Some of the 
earliest mathematical research in finding form algorithms was developed by Otto’s team (Drew, 
1976).  These programs were highly specialized for each project.   
2.3 Grid Shells 
Grid shells are commonly described as structures that derive their strength and shape from 
double curvature (Figure 2.2). These structures like all shells are slender, and buckling behavior 
out-of-plane of the surface must be understood properly.  With appropriate bracing, the 
membranes cannot buckle in plane.  The forces within the grid are resisted by membrane action 
in simple tension or compression.  Unlike continuous shells, grid shells are constructed of grids 
or lattice networks.    These structures can be made of any material including steel, aluminum, 
wood and composites.  Grid shells can span long distances with minimal material but because 
of their complex geometry require clever and expensive erection assemblies.   
                                                     
3
 http://blog.buildllc.com/2009/04/heinz-isler-a-few-important-things/ 
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Figure 2.2: Saldome built in 2005
4
, left, Mannheim Garden Festival Gridshell
5
, right 
 
The benefits of using grid shells compared to using straight and flat elements (slab and frame 
system) are structural, aesthetic and environmental.    Unlike structural systems in typical 
buildings that are driven by cost and performance, grid shells begin with the architectural 
choice of a shape.  The aesthetic feel and practical efficiency of the form are inherent in surface 
structures.  Sustainable design is also a characteristic of grid shells.  Unlike typical framing 
systems and continuous shells, grid shells can lower their embodied energy by reducing 
operating energy.  Furthermore they have the versatility to be used as freestanding structures 
as well as covers for existing spaces.  The history of grid shells spans back over the last 100 
years; despite this, there is a lack of understanding and data on grid shells. Until now, few grid 
shells have been built.  However, this is changing with the increase in computational power.  
Grid shells built with both timber and steel are becoming more common. 
Based on the literature of built grid shells three main parameters can be described to govern 
the global geometry of a grid shell:  the height of the grid shell, the mesh density of the grid, 
and the panel shape (Malek, 2012).  The height of the grid shell is the distance from the base to 
the tallest point of the structure.  The mesh density of the grid describes the size of each panel 
(Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4).  The panel shape helps define the appearance of each panel (Figure 
2.5 and Figure 2.6).   
                                                     
4
 http://www.archiexpo.com/architecture-design-manufacturer/dome-structure-3507.html 
5
 http://www.fourthdoor.org/annular/?page_id=453 
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Figure 2.3: Loose grid mesh
6
 Figure 2.4: Fine grid mesh
7
 
 
  
Figure 2.5: Rectangular grid panels
8
 Figure 2.6: Triangular grid panels
9
 
  
2.4 Process of Design with Form Finding 
For all types of form finding, engineering input is needed to advise the evolution of the design.  
This includes direction on the implications of using different materials to how the structure will 
resist the applied loads and information on how the structure will be constructed.  With the 
availability of new tools the question of their proper usage arises.  Many tools are currently 
being developed to facilitate shape-driven design.  With this modern computer power it is easy 
for designers to create forms without skilled engineering input.  This leads to a high risk of 
confusion in later structural design and analysis, construction and building appreciation.  For 
                                                     
6
 http://invertcivicstructures.blogspot.com/2007_04_01_archive.html 
7
 http://copticstreet.wordpress.com/2011/10/10/crazy-for-grid-shells/ 
8
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gridshell 
9
 http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=678936&page=3 
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this reason, the structural engineer should be fully involved at the conceptual stage of design 
(Harris, 2011).  
Thorough communication across fields is imperative in the design process of grid shells.  All 
disciplines including architecture, engineering and construction must be brought together at 
each stage of the process. A grid shell structure cannot succeed without an initial 
understanding of the geometric layout, the flow of forces through the structure, the boundary 
and edge conditions and the requirement for strength and stiffness of said conditions. 
2.5 Particle-Spring Systems as Design Tool 
Programs have evolved significantly since the early computational tools used by Otto in the 
1970s.  Most of the programs used today are analysis tools that are very powerful and accurate, 
but require many inputs that may change over the life of the design or remain undefined at an 
early stage in design.  Even the most accurate methods such as Finite Element (FE) analysis have 
the means to use large-displacements for form-finding that can be employed to create suitable 
shapes (Samartin & Abel, 2009). This is a capability available in most commercial FE programs.  
FE analysis methods and other analysis programs do not, however, have the easy iterative 
ability required to test and revise forms for the conceptual design stages (Weller, 2011).  
Additionally, visual responsiveness is essential to understand the relationship between the 
input parameters and the outcome of the process (Ahlquist & Fleischmann, 2009).  Accuracy is 
another very important aspect of design.  Complexity of the modeling and accuracy level should 
reflect the stage of design analysis; during the early stages parameters should remain flexible 
and easily changed (Fisher, 2012).  Unfortunately, this flexibility is achieved at the expense of 
accuracy. 
In the last decade engineers and architects have begun to explore and create simple digital 
simulations facilitated by particle-spring systems of physical form finding experiments, such as 
the hanging chain models or tensioned membranes originally used by architects and engineers 
like Otto and Isler. This recent push towards techniques for efficient and flexible modeling of 
arbitrary topology was adopted from the animation of cloth and hair created in the computer 
animation and gaming industries (Fisher, 2012).  With time, these tools have become 
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increasingly available and more common for architectural and engineering purposes (Weinstock 
& Kotnik, 2012).  A particle-spring system consists of particles that are given mass and position, 
and are connected by springs which have stiffness and rest length.  Other parameters can be 
controlled including boundary conditions or anchor points and gravity forces.  Once the 
simulation is started the particles move through space until the forces acting on them are in 
equilibrium. At this point the system essentially converges to a stable configuration similar to 
the dynamic relaxation method (Lewis, 2003).  In essence this method facilitates a way to 
estimate the geometry of hanging models by using axial springs connected to lumped masses to 
exemplify the physical behavior of weights hanging on cables (Kilian & Ochsendorf, 2005).  
Using particle-spring systems one can create design tools for exploring and creating new 
structural forms.  Furthermore, through the use of these systems users will develop an 
advanced understanding of how particles and springs interact and move when subjected to 
gravity. This approach to form finding also allows the user to interact with the system in real 
time, letting them watch the system approach equilibrium and alter parameters throughout the 
process.  With continuous feedback, this form finding technique can allow the designer to 
create a form through the integration of structural principles in real time. Designers are greatly 
benefitted, as they no longer need to wait until the end of the design process to structurally 
optimize the finished form (Kilian, 2009). 
An overview and comparison of structural form finding methods has been presented by 
Veenendall and Block.  Their research discusses and compares the methods of form finding 
through three design examples.  However, the quality of the end structure of these forms is not 
the subject of their research.   Instead, their work focuses on the process of which the methods 
find the form with respect to factors such as time and number of iterations.  In addition they 
present the potential development of new and hybrid methods based on the results.   
In 2012, Kuijvenhoven and Hoogenboom proposed further developments in the use of particle-
spring methods for form finding and applied them to grid shell structures consisting of flexible 
members. In this method particle-spring systems are used to simulate the behavior of grid 
shells with flexible members during construction.  In the simulation material properties can be 
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taken into consideration and geometry, internal forces and support reactions can be generated.  
A simple design tool is used to demonstrate the satisfactory accuracy of this method.  This work 
provides a new design method for grid shells consisting of flexible members using particle-
spring systems.  However, no discussion is presented on what geometries and grid types should 
be used to generate effective final forms. 
2.5.1 CADenary 
One of the first tools created to explore particle-spring systems as a method of simulation was 
CADenary, a simulation tool built mainly by Axel Kilian10 (Figure 2.7).  This tool features a 3D 
modeling space where a user can create 2D lines or 3D meshes with varying mesh densities and 
select anchor points.  Once the boundary conditions are chosen the geometry will begin its 
form finding process in which it deforms until an approximate equilibrium position is found.  
With this tool, the user is able to connect different meshes to create new networks of complex 
geometries.  The tool also allows the user to zoom, pan and rotate the structure.  While this 
tool is effective for illustrating the basics behind funicular form finding, further development 
would be needed to make it an implementable design tool.  CADenary lacks the features and 
versatility required by designers.    For example, only rectangular indeterminate meshes can be 
created and the formed geometry cannot be exported for further analysis.  
                                                     
10
 http://designexplorer.net/ 
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Figure 2.7: Hanging modeler called CADenary by Axel Kilian 
2.5.2 Rhinoceros/Grasshopper/Kangaroo  
Many other particle-spring based systems have been developed since the exploratory design 
tool CADenary was created.  One of these systems is a plug-in called Grasshopper11, created for 
the popular commercial 3D NURBS modeling program Rhinoceros12.  This parametric modeling 
plug-in has an additional component called Kangaroo Physics that was created by Daniel Piker.  
Piker essentially created a physics engine that supports particle-spring systems.  This interactive 
tool allows users to poke, prod and tweak the model while watching the effects change the 
model instantaneously.  Like many other programs, however, Kangaroo Physics13 has 
disadvantages.  Rhinoceros and Grasshopper must be running before the Kangaroo component 
can be utilized (Figure 2.8), creating a large computational requirement for simulations.  
Additionally, with increased ease of use the program sacrifices some flexibility.  It is difficult to 
select and alter the properties of individual or groups of springs.  It is important to remember 
that despite this disadvantage the rhetoric of creating form in real time is much more valuable 
during early design stages.  Being able to see the model and manipulate components and 
parameters of systems is essential and would be impossible to perform on a physical model.  
                                                     
11
 http://www.grasshopper3d.com/ 
12
 http://www.rhino3d.com/ 
13
 http://www.food4rhino.com/project/kangaroo 
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This aspect of particle-spring systems allows a deeper understanding of model behavior (Fisher, 
2012). 
 
Figure 2.8: Screenshot of Rhino and plug-in Grasshopper with Kangaroo components  
 
While computationally fast, particle-spring systems are unable to accurately distribute mass 
through their systems.  Structural engineers typically use different and more sophisticated 
computation tools for this, such as programs that periodically redistribute mass nodes as the 
simulation runs (Bechthold, 2008).  Form finding tools must balance their ease of use and 
accuracy.  While we know that particle-spring systems are relatively easy to use requiring low 
levels of input, we do not know if ‘good’ structure is created and which parameters or meshes 
can be used to ensure that a model is good. For example, in concrete shells a well-designed 
shell typically exhibits low membrane stresses, resulting in the design being governed by 
deflections and bending moments (Samartin & Abel, 2009).  Geometric inaccuracies will result 
in increased bending moments leading to diminished optimization.  Traditional evaluation 
methods of simulation are usually employed late in design, and subsequently prioritize accuracy 
over speed.  However, by prioritizing accuracy these simulation tools demand too many 
detailed inputs for them to be efficient at quickly testing several early options.  Furthermore, in 
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the early stages of design much about a structure remains under development and cannot be 
provided for the simulations.   
Basic evaluation assessments of particle-spring systems have been made through examples.  It 
was demonstrated through a simple example of a catenary that slight loss of precision due to 
the approximation of the simulation can be measured when compared to the theoretical 
catenary solution (Kilian & Ochsendorf, 2005).  Additional general verifications have been made 
for reality checks in other studies where curvature was assessed as an approximation of a full 
structural analysis (Weller, 2011).  In-depth studies still need to be conducted in order to 
describe the effectiveness of particle-spring systems in creating good structures. These studies 
should also investigate how particle-spring systems can be adjusted to perform at an 
acceptable level for use by architects and engineers in the conceptual stages of design. It is 
important to note that the final product of all simulations is not the real result of a structure’s 
behavior but by virtue will be an approximation; simulations are approximations by nature.  It is 
the pre-developed design knowledge of the designer which is taken into consideration by the 
simulations when solving for an approximation of the design. 
Form finding has been around for decades, but we are only now beginning to develop 
simulation tools that can exemplify the physical models used by form finding’s pioneers.  Early 
on in design, mobility, the ability to easily manipulate parameters, and the capacity to develop 
topology at a fast pace are essential (Coenders, 2006).  These advantages enjoyed when using 
particle-spring systems to find form lead to complex and intricate geometries.  An evaluation of 
shapes created by these networks is needed to identify what characteristics are needed to 
create good structure.   
2.5.3 Commercial Design Tools 
Commercial particle-spring based tools are currently available.  Autodesk has developed a 
physics based generative modeling tool called Nucleus (Attar et al., 2009).  This tool is available 
in the Autodesk Maya software, a 3D simulation and modeling application and Autodesk Vasari, 
a design tool currently in beta testing.  Vasari is a conceptual building design tool that allows 
geometric and parametric modeling along with performance based design and analysis 
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features. Project Vasari was released in late 2010.  Currently Vasari is in its second beta release 
which is available to the public for a limited term. 
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has identified the previous research done on particle-spring systems and structural 
form finding for grid shells.  The research presented in this literature review reveals a gap of 
information in the evaluation of the final product of particle-spring systems.  If an 
understanding was made in the product of these systems as to the effect of driving mesh 
variables on these structures the form finding process of design could be better understood and 
made more efficient.     
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3 Methodology 
3.1 Overview 
This chapter outlines the methodology behind the evaluation of particle-spring systems 
discussed in the problem statement.  It will detail the process (Figure 3.1), how it was 
implemented and what was evaluated.  The first step of the procedure was completed using 
the platform Rhinoceros with plug-ins Grasshopper and Kangaroo to create geometry based on 
particle-spring systems.  The geometry was exported to a readable format by the structural 
analysis program GSA.  An analysis was performed to establish the characteristics of the form.   
 
 
Figure 3.1: Methodology 
 
The following sections will discuss each step of this process and how they were implemented in 
the evaluation of particle-spring systems.  A discussion of the parameters taken into 
consideration to create the three global geometries being explored is presented first.  The next 
section investigates the geometries created by the particle-spring engine.  The following section 
will detail the analysis process and the criteria retrieved from the analysis used to evaluate the 
particle-spring system. 
3.2 Procedure of Parametric Study 
In order to achieve the thesis goals an outline of the steps required are listed below and 
explained in the following subsections. 
1. Identify the parameters influencing design using particle-spring systems 
2. Define three geometries based on typical grid shell footprints 
Form-Finding 
• Rhinoceros 
• Grasshopper 
• Kangaroo 
Export 
• AutoCAD 
• .DWF File 
Analysis 
• Oasys GSA 
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3. Build analysis model for each permutation of the grid shell 
4. Use the commercial structural analysis software Oasys GSA to run a static analysis and 
linearized buckling analysis and post-process the results 
5. Compare and analyze the results  
 
3.2.1 Parameters and Test Geometries 
This research identified and considered defining factors of the global shape of grid shells.  
Based on the literature regarding built grid shells, there are three main design constraints that 
govern their form:  
1. Shell height – described as the parameter of span-to-height ratio 
2. Grid spacing – defined by the size of each grid or grid density   
3. Panel shape – included as grid determinacy 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the included parameters. The three global geometries are shown left to 
right at the top of the figure, which include the spherical cap, hanging rectangular mesh and 
barrel vault.  Each of these global geometries can be broken down into a hierarchy as depicted 
in Figure 3.2.  The red block at the top represents a global geometry.  The next level down in 
purple denotes the three different mesh densities:  fine, medium and loose.  The following blue 
level characterizes the two different determinacies considered.  This parameter characterizes 
the shape of the panels used in the grid shell.  The rectangular panels are used to create an 
indeterminate mesh while a hexagon panel shape is used to create a determinate mesh.  The 
bottom orange level includes the three different span-to-height ratios.   
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Figure 3.2: Hierarchy of parameters considered in study 
 
Working in the modeling program Rhino, all coordinates, lengths and dimensions are unit-less.  
However, once the forms were brought into the analysis software units had to be described.  
For the purpose of this thesis English units were used. The grid density was varied between a 
grid size of 1ft x 1ft, 2ft x 2ft and 4ft x 4ft.  Both determinant grids and indeterminate grids 
were considered.  The span-to-height ratio was also changed from 2 to 5 to 10.  These 
parameters are described in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1: Parameter description 
 
The effect of the changing grid geometry was investigated using three different forms, a 
spherical cap, a rectangular grid and a double curved barrel vault.  The results of the use of 
these geometries are presented in Chapter 4.  These geometries were selected because they 
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are commonly used as grid shells.  Throughout the study the members created in the form 
finding process were all taken as straight bars with a uniform cross sectional area.  The cross 
sectional area was used as a control variable so that all the models could be compared based 
on weight and capacity.  The grid shells were all analyzed under their self-weight in the static 
analysis of the geometries. Furthermore, the members were all fixed together into rigid shells.  
The end conditions of each element were kept rigid to create stability throughout the structure.  
Without this the grid shell would not be able to bear loads. 
3.2.2 Form Finding Process 
The process of form finding using particle-spring systems was achieved through the use of 
Rhinoceros and the subsequent plug-ins Grasshopper and Kangaroo.  Rhinoceros, or Rhino, is a 
3D NURBS modeling platform.  Grasshopper is a parametric design tool and Kangaroo is a 
physics engine.   
A process was used to create each model.  First a 2D representation was initially created using 
Grasshopper to produce the desired form.  In the defined geometry every intersection between 
lines was considered a point or a particle and every line was considered a spring. 
To simulate a particle spring network the main Kangaroo Physics component called the 
Kangaroo Engine Component was used (Figure 3.3).  To start creating simulations several 
requirements of this component had to be defined, including:  
1. Force Objects 
2. Anchor Points 
3. Geometry 
4. Time Step 
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Figure 3.3: Kangaroo components 
 
Force Objects is the input in which the user defines how forces will be generated on the 
particles in the simulation.  In this thesis the forces represented the self-weight of the structure.  
This user-defined force was applied to all particles in the geometry (upper right hand corner of 
Figure 3.3).  In addition to defining the forces acting on the particles, springs were defined and 
connected to the Force Objects input. A spring is defined as the line connecting two points or 
particles, between which the spring may act. In addition, the Rest Length of the spring must be 
characterized. 
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Figure 3.4: Kangaroo settings 
 
Other inputs into the Kangaroo Engine Component that must be defined are the boundary 
conditions.  The points defined here are fixed in their original location and will not be moved no 
matter what forces are applied to them.  Additionally the original geometry that will be 
deformed during the simulation has to be defined in the geometry input.  A toggle to start and 
reset the simulation has to be inputted into the Simulation Reset input.  When the model is 
finished the user uses this component to start the simulation as well as reset the geometry to 
its original position.  Finally a timer has to be attached to the Kangaroo Component so that the 
simulation is continuously updated. The display on the timer represents the time step at which 
the simulation is updated. 
Additional settings can be adjusted by connecting the Settings Component (Figure 3.4) to the 
Settings input of the Kangaroo Engine Component.  These settings include: tolerance, time step, 
sub-iterations, floor, drag, restitution, static friction, kinetic friction, settle, tumble, sound, and 
solver.  For more information on these settings refer to the Kangaroo Manual. 
With the necessary inputs defined, the simulation can be run by toggling the simulation start 
from true to false.  As described before, the system will oscillate back and forth before it 
reaches its final position.  At this point the geometry can be ‘baked’ or frozen into Rhino so they 
may be exported to an AutoCAD drawing interchange or exchange format (.DXF) file. 
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3.2.3 Analysis Process 
Once the final geometry is in a .DXF file it can be edited and cleaned up in AutoCAD, leaving no 
duplicate lines or points. The .DXF file can then be imported into the analysis program.  For the 
analysis of the grid shells the Oasys General Structural Analysis (GSA) software was used.  This 
platform was chosen because it is the type of software and analysis tool that a practicing 
engineer would use in his design process. 
The criteria that were calculated using GSA include: 
1. Max deflection 
2. Max stress 
3. Strain energy 
4. Buckling load factor under uniform load 
5. Buckling load factor under asymmetric load 
With GSA the user can define materials, section properties, boundary conditions and loadings.  
For the purpose of this thesis uniform section properties and materials were used for all 
models.  Each model was analyzed under self-weight and two buckling loading conditions.  For 
the uniform buckling analysis a uniform unit load was applied to all elements of the structure 
(Figure 3.5), while for the asymmetric buckling analysis a uniform unit load was applied to half 
of the structure (Figure 3.6).  The unit load in this context is one kip or one kip/ft. 
 
Figure 3.5: Uniform unit load for buckling analysis Figure 3.6: Asymmetric unit load for buckling analysis 
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These variables were held as constant controls throughout the parametric study to allow the 
other parameters to be comparable between global geometries.  These factors were held 
constant in each model in order to avoid being optimized to a particular loading or 
inadvertently creating the ideal weight of the structure.  The purpose of optimization in 
structural design is to identify the best solutions that derive a maximum benefit from available 
resources.  For example, if each model was optimized based on the weight of the structure 
under a uniform loading, each model would have a different cross section.  This is because each 
structure is a different shape and uniquely distributes the forces. 
Oasys GSA is a complete analysis package with a wide variety of capabilities.  This thesis utilized 
the static analysis and linear buckling analysis features.   A static structural analysis determines 
displacements, stresses, strains, and forces in structures and structural elements caused by 
induced loading.  The applied loads are assumed not to introduce significant inertia and 
damping effects into the structure.  The loading is assumed to be quasi static. The linear 
buckling analysis is also referred to as eigenvalue or modal buckling.  This analysis predicts the 
theoretical buckling strength of an ideal elastic structure.  For example, a column with an 
applied load P (Figure 3.7), the stiffness, K, of the column will change with the variation of the 
axial load P.  If the axial load P is in compression than the stiffness will decrease.  The load 
factor is reached at a stiffness of zero.  A structure can have an infinite number of buckling load 
factors because each load factor represents a different instability pattern.  For the purpose of 
this thesis the first buckling load factor of each model will be identified as this represents the 
lowest buckling capacity of the structure.  Linear buckling analysis assumes that the structure is 
in equilibrium at any deformed position given by the modal shape.  GSA will normalize the 
deflected shape until the maximum deflection is 1ft.  It is also important to note that shear 
force has little effect on buckling load capacity and that linear buckling analysis does not give 
actual deflection of the structure for the given loads nor induced moments. This is a result of 
the moment’s dependence on the deflections.  The results calculated from the linear buckling 
analysis are buckling load factors.  These factors scale the load applied during static analysis.  
For example, if a 2 kip compressive load is applied on a structure and from the linear buckling 
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analysis a load factor of 15 is calculated, the predicted buckling load is 15 x 2 kips = 30 kips.  For 
this reason, a unit load was used in the static analysis for the linear buckling analysis.  
 
Figure 3.7: Column under load P with stiffness K 
 
3.3 Summary 
This chapter outlined the methodology for evaluating the geometries generated by the particle-
spring system.  First the forms are generated using the particle-spring form finding plug-in 
Kangaroo for Rhino.  Models are created for each global geometry with a different combination 
of span-to-height ratio, mesh density and determinacy.  Then the geometry is exported to the 
analysis tool GSA to calculate criteria that the shapes can then be evaluated with.   
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4 Results 
4.1 Introduction 
The advancement of simulation tools now allows designers to create complex forms in a user 
friendly environment.  However, there is a lack of evaluating the final structure of these forms.  
This chapter investigates the product of particle-spring found form and studies how mesh 
geometries influence the characteristics of each geometry. 
4.2 Spherical Cap 
Figure 4.1 plots the out-of-plane bending stress induced in the grid shell elements from the self-
weight of the structure versus the span-to-height ratio of the structure.  The plot is organized 
from left to right by increasing span-to-height ratio and top to bottom by decreasing maximum 
out-of-plane bending stress.  The structures that have determinate grids were found to have 
higher stresses than those with indeterminate grids.  Additionally there is a trend that shows 
the finer the mesh the more efficient the structure is at distributing loads and minimizing 
stress. 
These stresses were determined to be significant bending stresses when compared to the axial 
stresses in the members.  It had to be determined if the members were a beam column. If the 
axial stresses were much larger than the bending stresses, the bending could be considered 
negligible in the structure and the members would be acting as columns.  Because the axial and 
bending stresses are on the same order the bending stresses are significant and worth 
considering.  The bending stress in the members was roughly 40% of the axial force in the 
members.   
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Figure 4.1: Out-of-plane bending stress in spherical cap grid shell 
 
It was unexpected that the determinate grid shells are out-performed by the determinate grid 
shells.  Indeterminate grid shells have the ability to have both tension and compression 
members while determinate grids allow only tension members during the form finding process 
and thus are closer to a funicular form.  Another remarkable aspect of Figure 4.1 is that the fine 
determinate mesh at a span-to-height ratio of five (Figure 4.2) has a significant reduction in 
member stress.  One reason for this sudden dip in stress could be that the self-weight of the 
structure approached the distribution of load used in the form finding process and thus creates 
a very efficient, almost optimized shell under that particular loading. 
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Figure 4.2: Grid geometry, left, deflected shape under self-weight, right 
 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 depict the performance of the spherical cap grid shell in a linear 
buckling analysis due to uniform and asymmetric loading. Similar to Figure 4.1 the horizontal 
axis represents the span-to-height ratio, increasing from right to left.  The vertical axis shows 
the buckling factor increasing from bottom to top.  It is evident from these figures that the type 
of mesh has a much larger impact on the capacity of the grid shell when the span-to-height 
ratio is small.  For example, at a span-to-height ratio of two going from a loose determinate 
mesh to a fine indeterminate mesh will triple the capacity of the structure.  This is similar 
between uniform and asymmetric loading.  At a span-to-height ratio of ten however, the 
capacity of the structure is much less and varying the mesh density and determinacy only 
affects the capacity by a factor of two.  In doubling the capacity, the structure is only reaching 
the lower bound of a structure with a span-to-height ratio of two or five. It is expected that a 
finer mesh density would have a higher capacity due to the fact that it is closer in form to a 
continuous shell.   
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Figure 4.3: Linear buckling factor due to uniform load 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Linear buckling factor due to asymmetric loading 
 
It is also possible to compare the increase in capacity versus the increase in weight of the 
structure. For example, the increase in capacity from a determinate loose mesh with a span-to-
height ratio of two to a determinate medium mesh with a span-to-height ratio of two is 75%, 
while the increase in weight is 78%.  This reveals that there is no added benefit in changing the 
mesh size, because there is an equal increase in weight of the structure.  This phenomenon is 
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even more apparent when an indeterminate grid is used (Figure 4.5).  When the determinate 
loose mesh with a span-to-height ratio of two is changed to an indeterminate mesh of the same 
characteristics (Figure 4.6), there is a 60% increase in weight with only a 20% increase in 
capacity.  This effect is worsened with an increased span-to-height ratio. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Capacity verse weight increase for spherical cap of span-to-height ratio of five 
 
Figure 4.6: Grid geometry, left, deflected shape under uniform buckling load, right 
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4.3 Rectangular Hanging Mesh 
From the analysis of the hanging mesh it was apparent that boundary conditions played a large 
role in the forming and response of the structure.  Even before the analysis of the found form it 
was clear that the structure was not suitable to carry load.  The right image of Figure 4.7 shows 
the form found using Kangaroo.  It is evident that since the structure is only supported at four 
locations there will be a considerable concentration of stress at these points (Figure 4.8).  
Furthermore, since the edges between the supports are unsupported and lack curvature, these 
edges will experience buckling when loaded.  A way to make the edge conditions more suitable 
is to add stiffener caps to the edges that curve upward, for example, Heinz Isler’s Wyss Garden 
Center in Switzerland (Figure 4.7).  This added curvature stiffens the unsupported edges of the 
shell. 
 
Figure 4.7: Heinz Isler’s Wyss Garden Center
14
, left, hanging rectangular mesh found form, right 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Deflected shape under self-weight, left, defected shape under uniform buckling load, right 
 
                                                     
14
 http://blog.buildllc.com/2009/04/heinz-isler-a-few-important-things/ 
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To achieve this desired function using particle-spring systems, it is necessary to have an 
oversized mesh that extends beyond the boundaries of the supports before the form finding 
process is simulated (Figure 4.9 (a)). Even with this type of geometry post processing has to be 
done to clean up the geometry to a desirable form.  Another possibility to include these 
stiffening caps in the form finding process is to start with a circular shape with an inscribed 
rectangle that defines the anchor points (Figure 4.9 (b)).  Still these shapes do not form the 
structure of a hanging fabric with self-stiffened edges (Figure 4.9 (c)). 
 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 4.9: (a) Oversized mesh, (b) circular mesh, (c) behavior of hanging mesh 
 
However, these slight adjustments in the boundary conditions and shapes have a significant 
influence on the buckling capacity of the grid.  Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 present the change 
in buckling factor for a span-to-height ratio of two on a mesh size of 4x4.  The horizontal axis 
shows the different geometries, starting with the original hanging rectangular mesh (Figure 4.7) 
followed by the rectangular grid with offset anchor points (Figure 4.9 (a)) and the circular mesh 
with a rectangular set of anchor points (Figure 4.9 (b)).  The stiffener caps that are created with 
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the offset geometry increase the buckling capacity of the form by about four while the 
stiffeners created by the circular geometry increase the capacity six fold. 
  
Figure 4.10: Linear buckling factor due to uniform load Figure 4.11: Linear buckling factor due to asymmetric 
loading 
  
Similar to the spherical cap grid shell the mesh type influenced the buckling capacity.  Figure 
4.12 and Figure 4.13 show the performance of the rectangular hanging mesh grid shell in a 
linear buckling analysis due to uniform and asymmetric loading. Similar to the spherical cap 
buckling diagrams the horizontal axis represents the span-to-height ratio, increasing from right 
to left.  The vertical axis shows the buckling factor increasing from bottom to top.  It is clear 
from these diagrams that at a large span-to-height ratio topography had almost no impact on 
the buckling capacity.  At a lower span-to-height ratio the buckling capacity was dependent on 
the mesh, with loose determinate meshes having about double the capacity of other mesh 
types. 
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Figure 4.12: Linear buckling factor due to uniform load 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Linear buckling factor due to asymmetric loading 
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found that with an increase in weight the capacity decreases.  The most efficient shape of these 
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decreases its capacity significantly.  Increasing the weight of the structure by changing the mesh 
type and density also reduces the capacity of the structure because of increases in self-weight. 
4.4 Double Curved Barrel Vault 
Figure 4.14 illustrates the maximum local out-of-plane bending stress in members of the double 
curved barrel vault structures.  Similar to the spherical cap grid shell the determinate meshes in 
the double curved vault exhibited higher stresses than the indeterminate grid mesh.  
Additionally for several of the mesh geometries the span-to-height ratio of five exhibits the 
lowest stresses.  This behavior is evident with the medium determinate (Figure 4.15) mesh and 
fine determinate mesh.  With these geometries it seems that the self-weight of the structure is 
approaching the loads used in the form finding process. 
 
Figure 4.14: Out-of-plane bending stress in double curved barrel vault grid shell 
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Figure 4.15: Medium determinate grid geometry, left, deflected shape, right 
 
Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17 show the buckling factors produced by the analysis of the double 
curved vaults.  Like the previous grid geometries the buckling load factor is on the vertical axis 
and the span-to-height ratio increases across the horizontal axis.  Unlike the spherical cap and 
the hanging rectangular mesh, the change in mesh determinacy and size has a much smaller 
impact on the buckling capacity.  Additionally this characteristic does not change with varying 
span-to-height ratios. 
 
Figure 4.16: Linear buckling factor due to uniform load 
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Figure 4.17: Linear buckling factor due to asymmetric loading 
 
Comparing the change in capacity versus the change in weight of the vault structures with a 
base structure as the determinate loose mesh a similar trend to the spherical cap can be seen.  
Figure 4.19 shows this trend for the span-to-height ratio of five.  The weight versus capacity 
increase is closest to 1:1 with the determinate medium mesh.  It is clear through this analysis 
that the determinate mesh would be a better choice than an indeterminate mesh (Figure 4.18) 
with respect to capacity and weight increase. 
 
Figure 4.18: Indeterminate grid geometry, left, deformed shape under uniform buckling load, right 
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Figure 4.19: Capacity verse weight increase for grid shells of span-to-height ratio of five 
 
4.5 Discussion 
Mesh and boundary conditions are very important in the form finding process to develop ‘good’ 
grid shell structure.  Most notably the importance of boundary conditions was apparent with 
the results of the rectangular hanging mesh.  Similar to Heinz Isler’s physical experiments a 
rectangular cloth can be held by its four corners and allowed to deform under its self-weight.  
The final form of the cloth drapes out along the edges.  This attribute of hanging cloths (Figure 
4.20) was not observed when a rectangular mesh was simulated using a particle-spring 
network.  This may imply that to create the form seen from a hanging cloth the mesh must be 
relaxed.  If the anchor points are moved closer to the center of the geometry the material 
between these points is allowed to hang, creating the desired form.  In the particle-spring 
simulation the anchor points are not allowed to relax.  A mesh relaxation method of form 
finding might produce different results.  The hanging rectangular mesh global geometry, like all 
shells derives its stiffness from double curvature.  These slightly upturned edges (Figure 4.21) 
provide stiffness to the edge conditions.  Without these “stiffeners” this geometry has very low 
capacity, as described in the previous chapter.   Consequently the structure will be inefficient.  
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This issue is seen through the case study of the Kresge Auditorium at MIT.  The building consists 
of a spherical segment dome shape constructed from concrete and supported in three locations 
(Figure 4.22).  There was a clear misunderstanding of the importance of edge conditions and a 
lack of collaboration and cooperation between the architects and engineers.  The result was an 
inefficient structure; large edge beams had to be designed to stiffen the edge conditions.   
 
Figure 4.20: Hanging cloth with upturned edges (Photo by Author) 
 
 
Figure 4.21: Edge stiffener, Sicli Company Building, 1970, Geneva
15
 
                                                     
15
 http://blog.buildllc.com/2009/04/heinz-isler-a-few-important-things/ 
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Figure 4.22: Kresge Auditorium, Cambridge, MA
16
 
 
There is room for meaningful improvement in the current design process.  Figure 4.21 presents 
an example of a structure that was based on structural performance.  The structure is formed in 
a way that the geometry contributes to the structural efficiency of the building.  Figure 4.22 
provides an example of a building that was based on aesthetic geometry.  The form does not 
contribute to the structural performance of the building.  The latter way of thinking seems to 
dominate the current way buildings are described and developed.  A geometry that 
complements structural performance can be introduced early in the design process and will 
reduce the chance of complications due to structural issues, such as boundary and edge 
conditions, over the life of the structure. 
Mesh geometry was seen to have an effect on the out-of-plane stresses in the members as well 
as the buckling capacity of the spherical cap and double curved vault structures.  With regard to 
the stresses, the determinate mesh had higher stresses than the indeterminate mesh.  This 
suggests that the indeterminate mesh is a more appropriate choice to distribute stresses in a 
grid shell.  However, analysis of the buckling capacity demonstrated that determinate meshes 
had superior capacity increases with respect to weight.  This was most clearly evident in the 
spherical cap geometry; when the mesh density was increased for the span-to-height ratio of 
                                                     
16
 http://www.engr.psu.edu/ae/thinshells/module%20III/case_study_3.htm 
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five, the capacity increased slightly more than the weight of the structure.  The indeterminate 
meshes are heavier structures than the indeterminate meshes.  This shows that the 
indeterminate meshes have more material to distribute load and therefore have decreased 
stress.  Additionally the determinate meshes have longer elements. An implication of longer 
members is that the curvature is less defined.   This, along with additional member self-weight 
due to the longer elements, produces more out-of-plane bending.  This implies that the 
determinate mesh may be optimized better for weight of the structure versus capacity; 
however, a smaller mesh density is required to define the curvature more precisely.  Overall, 
the determinate mesh outperforms the indeterminate mesh because of its increased capacity-
to-weight ratio.  A determinate mesh would therefore be the best mesh type to model a grid 
shell when optimizing for weight. 
From a qualitative analysis of these results it is clear that a holistic approach is necessary to 
guarantee a ‘good structure.’  From a design standpoint the hanging mesh example was a poor 
structure.  Under the proposed edge and boundary conditions the structure would be unable to 
support itself.  This may be clear to a designer with an engineering background.  It might be 
understood that the structure would have to be thicker at the supports to handle the 
concentration of stresses or that the edges between the supports would have to be stiffened to 
prevent buckling.  However, a designer without an understanding of structural design principles 
relevant to this type of structure may not realize this until they try to create the structure.  This 
reiterates the need for a collaborative approach to designing grid shells that was discussed in 
the literature review.  A joint effort between architects, engineers, and the construction team 
would allow the initial concept of a design to evolve into a structure that meets the challenges 
faced in all stages of a design project.   Considering all aspects of design before moving forward 
is an imperative approach to designing ‘good structures.’ 
4.6 Rhinoceros/Grasshopper/Kangaroo Critique  
The method of form finding geometries for this exercise was completed through the physics 
engine plug-in for Rhino and Grasshopper called Kangaroo.  Reflection of this process of finding 
geometry led to the development of benefits and drawbacks regarding this package of 
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programs.  The following comments closely resemble the assessment given by Michael Weller 
in his thesis Form Finding, Force and Function: Mass-Spring Simulation for a Thin Shell Concrete 
Trolley Barn.  The major pros and cons are outlined in Table 4.1.     
 
Table 4.1: Pros and cons of kangaroo as particle-spring engine 
 
Given the visual nature of the program and the large online support community, Kangaroo 
proved quite simple to use.  Useful aspects of the program include the real-time editing 
capability, the parametric aspect of Grasshopper and the overall user friendliness.  During 
simulations users may change aspects of the design and see the response of these changes in 
their model immediately.  This provides instant feedback and allows the user to understand 
what effect these changes have on the model.  At times it is unclear what the final shape of a 
structure will be based on its initial geometry alone, highlighting the necessity for a visual of the 
end product.  The accompaniment of the parametric modeling tool Grasshopper facilitated this 
process as well.  Using Grasshopper components, for example sliders, made it very easy to 
adjust parameters such as grid size, mass of particles, and anchor points.  Furthermore the 
general interface of Grasshopper and Kangaroo was relatively easy to use and straightforward.  
The components of Grasshopper were named in such a way that made them easily searchable.  
The components of Kangaroo were a little less straightforward, with names such as ‘rocket,’ 
‘developablize’ and ‘wind.’ Names that do not reflect their functions make these components 
less user friendly. 
Other aspects of the program were also less than desirable, but with opportunity for 
improvement.  This study was unable to create and investigate all of the models in question, 
because some models involved many elements and points. When the simulation for these 
models was run the program became very slow and tended to freeze.  This is understandable 
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because the Kangaroo plug-in is running on Grasshopper which is a plug-in for Rhinoceros.  
When simulating large models the right computational power is important. Another drawback 
of the particle-spring system is that the networks of springs will typically deform unevenly.  For 
example if a system starts with springs that are of similar length and nodes that are equidistant, 
the final form will generally contain elements with varying spring lengths.  Since the particles 
represent a certain distribution of load, these systems will not produce identical models to the 
actual geometries they are simulating.  These uneven deformations are addressed locally by 
either increasing or decreasing the stiffness of springs; however, this could prove to be quite 
time consuming.  It also should be noted that with varying spring lengths the distribution of 
mass throughout the network is no longer accurate, as longer springs should attach particles 
with more mass seeing that they represent larger surface areas. 
Large deformations typically occur close to the supports of a structure. This is where stress 
concentrations would take place as the load from the structure is transmitted to the supports.  
This introduces the issue of locally adjusting factors in Kangaroo.  Less customization typically 
accompanies ease of use.  This is true with Kangaroo Physics as it is very easy to create a 
geometry where the elements have similar properties, but becomes much more difficult with a 
designer looking to adjust characteristics of particular elements.  For example, it is difficult to 
change the stiffness of certain springs in the particle-spring networks.  When a grid geometry is 
created all of the elements are typically inputted into one Spring Component in Kangaroo.  This 
only allows the user to adjust the properties of all the springs at once.  It is difficult to break 
apart a grid geometry into groups of elements so they may have different spring properties.   
Overall, Kangaroo is an easy to learn, flexible tool, that allows users to create and manipulate 
complex forms.  Accompanied by the parametric tool, Grasshopper, and the 3D modeling 
platform, Rhinoceros, structures are easily realized and iterated to desired shapes.   The ease of 
use, visualization and iterative capabilities far outweigh the need to fine tune the structural 
form through customization. 
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4.7 Summary 
In Chapter 4 the effect of varying the span–to-height ratio, grid determinacy, and mesh density 
was investigated and quantified.  It was seen in the spherical cap and double curved barrel 
vaults that the determinate mesh geometries exhibited higher stresses than the indeterminate 
meshes.  Additionally analysis of the rectangular hanging mesh shape helped determine that 
the form was not ideal to carry loads.  Lastly it was found that at lower span-to-height ratio 
mesh geometry has a much larger impact on the buckling capacity of the structure, for the 
spherical cap and hanging mesh geometries.  This was not observed with the double curved 
barrel vault.  
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5 Conclusions 
5.1 Summary of Contributions 
The goals of this thesis were to answer the following questions: 
1. How important is mesh in creating particle-spring models of grid shell structure? 
2. How important are boundary conditions in creating particle-spring models of grid shell 
structure? 
3. Do particle-spring systems create ‘good’ grid shell structure? 
The goals of this research were achieved through a parametric study that involved manipulating 
the topology and topography of three global grid shell geometries.  These parameters included 
grid spacing, span-to-height ratio and determinacy. The global grid geometries were a spherical 
cap, a rectangular hanging mesh, and a double curved barrel vault.  The product of the form 
finding process was assessed parametrically.  The geometries were generated using the physics 
engine Kangaroo for Rhinoceros and were then inputted into the analysis platform Oasys GSA.  
The maximum out-of-plane stresses were determined, and a buckling capacity analysis was 
performed for each model.  The following observations were made: 
1. The importance of mesh in creating particle-spring models of grid shell structure:  
Analyzing the spherical cap and double curved vault global geometries, it was 
determined that mesh type was significant.  The determinate mesh exhibited a higher 
buckling capacity with respect to weight compared to indeterminate meshes. 
o Determinate meshes produced approximately 50% higher stressed members 
than indeterminate meshes for spherical cap and double curved barrel vault grid 
shell structures  
o Determinate meshes provide superior capacity-to-weight ratio and subsequently 
are a more efficient use of material 
o Mesh geometry has greater effect on the buckling capacity of grid shells with low 
span-to-height ratios.  This effect lessens as span-to-height ratio increases 
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o In buckling, double curved vaults act as spherical cap grid shells under 
asymmetric load 
2. The importance of boundary conditions in creating particle-spring models of grid shell 
structure:  Through the example of the rectangular hanging mesh, it was realized that 
boundary conditions are important.  The models created from this global geometry had 
very low stiffness and buckling capacities under uniform and asymmetric loading.  From 
reviewing existing structures the importance of double curvature along the edges was 
evident.  Recreating the model with upturned edges increased the stiffness 
considerably.  Additionally, supporting the model at four pinned locations produced a 
concentration of stresses and contributed to the form’s failure. 
o The hanging rectangular mesh shape is not an ideal funicular form – edge 
conditions do not mimic that of hanging cloth 
o Changing rectangular hanging mesh to include cap stiffeners at edges increased 
buckling capacity six fold 
3. Creating ‘good’ grid shell structure with particle-spring systems:  Good and poor 
structural forms were created using the methods presented in Chapter 3.  The spherical 
cap and double curved vault structures produced models that performed well under 
uniform and asymmetric loading and had satisfactory stiffness.  Both models were 
continuously supported around their base.  The rectangular mesh geometry performed 
poorly under uniform and asymmetric loading and in stiffness.  The models were only 
pinned at four locations. 
From the observations presented both mesh and boundary conditions are important in order to 
create good grid shell structure using particle-spring systems.  A holistic approach to design 
thus becomes essential in creating ‘good’ grid shell structure. 
5.2 Future Work 
This research contributes to the evaluation of grid shell form created by particle-spring systems. 
The study aims to provide a better understanding of the product of this form finding technique, 
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along with determination of ‘good’ grid shell structures for conceptual design.  Areas of 
continued research motivated by this thesis are described below: 
 Evaluate particle-spring form versus form created by other methods:  through case 
studies on existing structures and their corresponding loads and boundary conditions, 
would particle-spring networks create different geometries? 
 Curvature analysis: investigate the difference in curvature based on global geometries 
and parameters. It would be interesting to determine if the overall curvature/shape of 
the form changed due to parameters such as panel shape and grid density and if so by 
how much and what the implications are. 
 Axial force comparison:  explore the tension and compression members in the form 
finding process versus tension and compression members in the analysis output.  
Indeterminate grids allow both compression and tension members.  It would be 
interesting to discover if the form finding process agrees with the structural analysis of 
the geometries.  
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Appendix B: Spherical Cap 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {69.322734, 80.847396, 0.0} 
1. {69.897574, 79.496931, 0.0} 
2. {70.438505, 79.867867, 1.67362} 
3. {68.091273, 89.908553, 0.0} 
4. {68.428741, 83.88104, 0.0} 
5. {69.818442, 86.577586, 3.756748} 
6. {68.132179, 90.295583, 0.0} 
7. {69.220762, 94.880423, 0.0} 
8. {70.123608, 93.506496, 2.989244} 
9. {74.361233, 73.371807, 0.0} 
10. {73.42912, 79.679812, 6.611458} 
11. {75.670738, 75.463633, 4.985032} 
12. {72.735574, 86.594214, 8.99375} 
13. {75.064161, 82.60631, 11.027432} 
14. {73.019461, 93.429147, 8.1469} 
15. {74.864397, 90.224595, 12.03019} 
16. {72.354725, 100.458947, 0.0} 
17. {73.915976, 100.056725, 3.41508} 
18. {75.528298, 97.649515, 8.4605} 
19. {75.969016, 103.976715, 0.0} 
20. {76.441245, 103.572768, 1.578287} 
21. {80.179251, 69.592505, 0.0} 
22. {79.385156, 75.41297, 9.010685} 
23. {81.378481, 71.954643, 5.392915} 
24. {78.700514, 82.561704, 15.00664} 
25. {81.012784, 78.332921, 13.648028} 
26. {78.504265, 90.293455, 16.053791} 
27. {80.781433, 86.25528, 17.976605} 
28. {79.274803, 97.79116, 12.351058} 
29. {81.029238, 94.573256, 16.269029} 
30. {80.451699, 104.228417, 4.572039} 
31. {81.591999, 101.556443, 9.659427} 
32. {81.781494, 107.008687, 0.0} 
33. {87.267564, 68.013416, 0.0} 
34. {85.827922, 72.135348, 7.956487} 
35. {87.54809, 69.421001, 3.274377} 
36. {85.517447, 78.455734, 15.981612} 
37. {87.46697, 75.029201, 12.514944} 
38. {85.334971, 86.350258, 20.120282} 
39. {87.6456, 82.112203, 18.998394} 
40. {85.630487, 94.667053, 18.293929} 
41. {87.843392, 90.637743, 20.282185} 
42. {86.16176, 101.597102, 11.600415} 
43. {87.856855, 98.40157, 15.544885} 
44. {83.086914, 107.38715, 0.0} 
45. {86.101733, 107.004282, 2.222754} 
46. {87.803669, 104.506463, 7.159804} 
47. {86.312661, 107.928695, 0.0} 
48. {92.450644, 68.501493, 0.0} 
49. {92.193257, 69.61673, 2.747708} 
50. {92.37283, 75.168708, 11.872909} 
51. {93.973522, 72.517328, 7.117877} 
52. {92.531354, 82.239755, 18.231208} 
53. {94.484131, 78.812721, 14.8229} 
54. {92.694581, 90.769698, 19.280792} 
55. {95.032901, 86.512656, 18.341099} 
56. {92.650441, 98.522553, 14.299156} 
57. {94.859796, 94.501978, 16.446663} 
58. {92.563616, 104.715419, 5.501181} 
59. {94.2258, 101.50719, 9.776787} 
60. {93.849003, 107.125615, 0.0} 
61. {98.881526, 71.219285, 0.0} 
62. {98.000228, 72.615099, 3.728401} 
63. {98.490641, 78.864143, 11.512082} 
64. {100.078852, 76.247519, 6.744169} 
65. {99.018595, 86.542113, 14.977685} 
66. {100.964031, 83.098931, 11.587641} 
67. {98.856453, 94.479938, 13.040752} 
68. {101.19371, 90.215336, 12.142979} 
69. {98.321324, 101.301625, 6.611447} 
70. {100.637769, 97.334122, 8.583224} 
71. {99.921944, 104.058246, 0.0} 
72. {99.754903, 103.578051, 1.303109} 
73. {104.068406, 76.091753, 0.0} 
74. {103.287663, 76.407064, 2.106516} 
75. {104.05023, 83.038013, 6.835322} 
76. {105.504612, 80.203767, 2.160779} 
77. {104.300846, 90.184448, 7.37275} 
78. {106.209964, 86.678863, 3.90493} 
79. {103.780471, 97.388396, 3.730212} 
80. {105.954864, 93.227062, 3.052684} 
81. {100.101922, 103.923048, 0.0} 
82. {104.942671, 98.6276, 0.0} 
83. {106.184701, 79.674337, 0.0} 
84. {107.951118, 86.60254, 0.0} 
85. {107.220064, 93.530744, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
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0. {69.322734, 80.847396, 0.0} 
1. {69.897574, 79.496931, 0.0} 
2. {70.188178, 79.676205, 0.337559} 
3. {68.091273, 89.908553, 0.0} 
4. {68.428741, 83.88104, 0.0} 
5. {69.939738, 86.572134, 1.521602} 
6. {68.132179, 90.295583, 0.0} 
7. {69.220762, 94.880423, 0.0} 
8. {70.065436, 93.606702, 1.054142} 
9. {74.361233, 73.371807, 0.0} 
10. {73.788107, 79.572206, 2.679221} 
11. {75.812819, 75.853688, 2.186904} 
12. {73.52337, 86.552155, 3.924047} 
13. {75.64584, 82.918824, 4.6032} 
14. {73.64218, 93.549766, 3.447692} 
15. {75.611391, 90.104304, 5.032323} 
16. {72.354725, 100.458947, 0.0} 
17. {73.924535, 100.281771, 1.147748} 
18. {75.792521, 97.215886, 3.512432} 
19. {75.969016, 103.976715, 0.0} 
20. {76.131723, 103.769822, 0.249164} 
21. {80.179251, 69.592505, 0.0} 
22. {79.762483, 75.869473, 3.838262} 
23. {81.733781, 72.347134, 2.420529} 
24. {79.59388, 82.891959, 6.242099} 
25. {81.653392, 79.18833, 5.808536} 
26. {79.561359, 90.133189, 6.674286} 
27. {81.641746, 86.475189, 7.325591} 
28. {79.75513, 97.263046, 5.121492} 
29. {81.703975, 93.81357, 6.725314} 
30. {80.122941, 103.987807, 1.750258} 
31. {81.855089, 100.841334, 4.122238} 
32. {81.781494, 107.008687, 0.0} 
33. {87.267564, 68.013416, 0.0} 
34. {85.918976, 72.460605, 3.241747} 
35. {87.840302, 69.273895, 1.106279} 
36. {85.846551, 79.255876, 6.562083} 
37. {87.861403, 75.752722, 5.189904} 
38. {85.839172, 86.513434, 8.040258} 
39. {87.921382, 82.823603, 7.649206} 
40. {85.906046, 93.853735, 7.416692} 
41. {87.977087, 90.195775, 8.085148} 
42. {86.057986, 100.873479, 4.800728} 
43. {88.002932, 97.431288, 6.416899} 
44. {83.086914, 107.38715, 0.0} 
45. {86.130137, 107.2702, 0.598828} 
46. {88.019085, 104.184497, 2.914924} 
47. {86.312661, 107.928695, 0.0} 
48. {92.450644, 68.501493, 0.0} 
49. {92.058793, 69.327945, 0.799748} 
50. {92.108978, 75.800007, 4.888233} 
51. {94.010387, 72.621757, 2.715557} 
52. {92.164812, 82.873979, 7.330244} 
53. {94.177979, 79.369158, 5.963189} 
54. {92.21762, 90.245109, 7.734824} 
55. {94.303289, 86.554629, 7.368572} 
56. {92.239303, 97.500911, 6.023038} 
57. {94.291551, 93.83384, 6.724289} 
58. {92.251475, 104.315266, 2.425908} 
59. {94.125814, 100.848708, 4.109668} 
60. {93.849003, 107.125615, 0.0} 
61. {98.881526, 71.219285, 0.0} 
62. {98.059951, 72.603106, 1.353566} 
63. {98.232706, 79.388772, 4.634571} 
64. {100.085369, 76.192325, 2.448652} 
65. {98.356666, 86.572561, 6.03414} 
66. {100.368243, 83.067169, 4.667698} 
67. {98.344481, 93.831973, 5.385138} 
68. {100.444561, 90.14756, 5.020967} 
69. {98.183563, 100.806883, 2.791957} 
70. {100.269151, 97.160165, 3.491337} 
71. {99.921944, 104.058246, 0.0} 
72. {99.916407, 103.800329, 0.21087} 
73. {104.068406, 76.091753, 0.0} 
74. {103.802165, 76.257807, 0.305791} 
75. {104.077197, 83.073287, 2.50662} 
76. {105.876842, 79.836987, 0.338696} 
77. {104.157391, 90.117012, 2.862068} 
78. {106.191525, 86.626981, 1.466993} 
79. {103.985317, 97.164694, 1.338376} 
80. {106.049732, 93.47542, 0.99708} 
81. {100.101922, 103.923048, 0.0} 
82. {104.942671, 98.6276, 0.0} 
83. {106.184701, 79.674337, 0.0} 
84. {107.951118, 86.60254, 0.0} 
85. {107.220064, 93.530744, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {69.322734, 80.847396, 0.0} 
1. {69.897574, 79.496931, 0.0} 
2. {70.076154, 79.666856, 0.1148} 
3. {68.091273, 89.908553, 0.0} 
4. {68.428741, 83.88104, 0.0} 
5. {69.979411, 86.593185, 0.77435} 
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6. {68.132179, 90.295583, 0.0} 
7. {69.220762, 94.880423, 0.0} 
8. {70.028183, 93.55583, 0.510895} 
9. {74.361233, 73.371807, 0.0} 
10. {73.946392, 79.632896, 1.389729} 
11. {75.939373, 76.08694, 1.183872} 
12. {73.848908, 86.580082, 2.05944} 
13. {75.8929, 83.071747, 2.382803} 
14. {73.89749, 93.532373, 1.791602} 
15. {75.885243, 90.067675, 2.590594} 
16. {72.354725, 100.458947, 0.0} 
17. {73.983311, 100.394613, 0.550444} 
18. {75.943517, 97.05275, 1.81433} 
19. {75.969016, 103.976715, 0.0} 
20. {76.037917, 103.872049, 0.05816} 
21. {80.179251, 69.592505, 0.0} 
22. {79.928653, 76.098214, 2.0112} 
23. {81.913677, 72.608375, 1.319327} 
24. {79.882272, 83.058754, 3.207812} 
25. {81.895953, 79.523799, 3.014519} 
26. {79.875056, 90.081355, 3.414793} 
27. {81.896895, 86.560164, 3.730476} 
28. {79.935087, 97.073713, 2.628395} 
29. {81.915436, 93.606194, 3.434728} 
30. {80.030771, 103.938035, 0.866012} 
31. {81.955242, 100.576704, 2.137276} 
32. {81.781494, 107.008687, 0.0} 
33. {87.267564, 68.013416, 0.0} 
34. {85.970523, 72.65494, 1.682645} 
35. {87.952102, 69.279725, 0.548784} 
36. {85.95403, 79.546434, 3.360245} 
37. {87.961178, 76.067814, 2.680373} 
38. {85.955325, 86.572261, 4.069172} 
39. {87.977905, 83.042622, 3.882814} 
40. {85.97427, 93.619558, 3.769056} 
41. {87.994142, 90.097813, 4.088469} 
42. {86.014152, 100.58026, 2.473579} 
43. {88.002351, 97.118431, 3.283721} 
44. {83.086914, 107.38715, 0.0} 
45. {86.051384, 107.337509, 0.259579} 
46. {88.017855, 103.995395, 1.512057} 
47. {86.312661, 107.928695, 0.0} 
48. {92.450644, 68.501493, 0.0} 
49. {92.018749, 69.291403, 0.381995} 
50. {92.030828, 76.081881, 2.52031} 
51. {94.00638, 72.706183, 1.375504} 
52. {92.047066, 83.05936, 3.720085} 
53. {94.052001, 79.579625, 3.039902} 
54. {92.063026, 90.113772, 3.920999} 
55. {94.086519, 86.584464, 3.738591} 
56. {92.070942, 97.140343, 3.109338} 
57. {94.085632, 93.615793, 3.435065} 
58. {92.085543, 104.053827, 1.31316} 
59. {94.038625, 100.574389, 2.138306} 
60. {93.849003, 107.125615, 0.0} 
61. {98.881526, 71.219285, 0.0} 
62. {98.024793, 72.689206, 0.706827} 
63. {98.070979, 79.587836, 2.377341} 
64. {100.022586, 76.200332, 1.226914} 
65. {98.105598, 86.593426, 3.076466} 
66. {100.109328, 83.113339, 2.395452} 
67. {98.104858, 93.614342, 2.7733} 
68. {100.137082, 90.089908, 2.590538} 
69. {98.057819, 100.55897, 1.478582} 
70. {100.084692, 97.042029, 1.807457} 
71. {99.921944, 104.058246, 0.0} 
72. {99.968091, 103.869901, 0.061372} 
73. {104.068406, 76.091753, 0.0} 
74. {103.935057, 76.22419, 0.088389} 
75. {104.023737, 83.127533, 1.262348} 
76. {105.961196, 79.73399, 0.108032} 
77. {104.05246, 90.082426, 1.459475} 
78. {106.073745, 86.612758, 0.773152} 
79. {104.00089, 97.046287, 0.680148} 
80. {106.022437, 93.516971, 0.498632} 
81. {100.101922, 103.923048, 0.0} 
82. {104.942671, 98.6276, 0.0} 
83. {106.184701, 79.674337, 0.0} 
84. {107.951118, 86.60254, 0.0} 
85. {107.220064, 93.530744, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {70.921216, 84.0, 0.0} 
1. {72.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
2. {72.280552, 83.580942, 2.973034} 
3. {70.100251, 88.0, 0.0} 
4. {72.000112, 87.804755, 4.46932} 
5. {70.100251, 92.0, 0.0} 
6. {72.000112, 92.195245, 4.46932} 
7. {70.921216, 96.0, 0.0} 
8. {72.280552, 96.419058, 2.973034} 
9. {72.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
10. {75.717143, 76.0, 0.0} 
11. {76.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
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12. {76.187994, 76.187994, 1.39826} 
13. {72.679492, 80.0, 0.0} 
14. {75.454977, 79.626837, 4.928413} 
15. {75.283843, 83.282359, 8.236097} 
16. {75.079862, 87.671761, 9.972186} 
17. {75.079862, 92.328239, 9.972186} 
18. {75.283843, 96.717641, 8.236097} 
19. {72.679492, 100.0, 0.0} 
20. {75.454977, 100.373163, 4.928413} 
21. {75.717143, 104.0, 0.0} 
22. {76.187994, 103.812006, 1.39826} 
23. {76.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
24. {80.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
25. {79.626837, 75.454977, 4.928413} 
26. {79.046107, 79.046107, 9.218877} 
27. {78.798924, 82.994583, 12.637411} 
28. {78.632187, 87.568342, 14.534759} 
29. {78.632187, 92.431658, 14.534759} 
30. {78.798924, 97.005417, 12.637411} 
31. {79.046107, 100.953893, 9.218877} 
32. {79.626837, 104.545023, 4.928413} 
33. {80.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
34. {81.282202, 72.0, 0.0} 
35. {84.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
36. {83.580942, 72.280552, 2.973034} 
37. {83.282359, 75.283843, 8.236097} 
38. {82.994583, 78.798924, 12.637411} 
39. {82.844166, 82.844166, 16.069061} 
40. {82.748489, 87.513907, 18.018728} 
41. {82.748489, 92.486093, 18.018728} 
42. {82.844166, 97.155834, 16.069061} 
43. {82.994583, 101.201076, 12.637411} 
44. {83.282359, 104.716157, 8.236097} 
45. {81.282202, 108.0, 0.0} 
46. {83.580942, 107.719448, 2.973034} 
47. {84.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
48. {88.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
49. {87.804755, 72.000112, 4.46932} 
50. {87.671761, 75.079862, 9.972186} 
51. {87.568342, 78.632187, 14.534759} 
52. {87.513907, 82.748489, 18.018728} 
53. {87.481926, 87.481926, 19.998187} 
54. {87.481926, 92.518074, 19.998187} 
55. {87.513907, 97.251511, 18.018728} 
56. {87.568342, 101.367813, 14.534759} 
57. {87.671761, 104.920138, 9.972186} 
58. {87.804755, 107.999888, 4.46932} 
59. {88.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
60. {92.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
61. {92.195245, 72.000112, 4.46932} 
62. {92.328239, 75.079862, 9.972186} 
63. {92.431658, 78.632187, 14.534759} 
64. {92.486093, 82.748489, 18.018728} 
65. {92.518074, 87.481926, 19.998187} 
66. {92.518074, 92.518074, 19.998187} 
67. {92.486093, 97.251511, 18.018728} 
68. {92.431658, 101.367813, 14.534759} 
69. {92.328239, 104.920138, 9.972186} 
70. {92.195245, 107.999888, 4.46932} 
71. {92.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
72. {96.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
73. {96.419058, 72.280552, 2.973034} 
74. {96.717641, 75.283843, 8.236097} 
75. {97.005417, 78.798924, 12.637411} 
76. {97.155834, 82.844166, 16.069061} 
77. {97.251511, 87.513907, 18.018728} 
78. {97.251511, 92.486093, 18.018728} 
79. {97.155834, 97.155834, 16.069061} 
80. {97.005417, 101.201076, 12.637411} 
81. {96.717641, 104.716157, 8.236097} 
82. {96.419058, 107.719448, 2.973034} 
83. {96.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
84. {98.717798, 72.0, 0.0} 
85. {100.373163, 75.454977, 4.928413} 
86. {100.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
87. {100.953893, 79.046107, 9.218877} 
88. {101.201076, 82.994583, 12.637411} 
89. {101.367813, 87.568342, 14.534759} 
90. {101.367813, 92.431658, 14.534759} 
91. {101.201076, 97.005417, 12.637411} 
92. {100.953893, 100.953893, 9.218877} 
93. {100.373163, 104.545023, 4.928413} 
94. {98.717798, 108.0, 0.0} 
95. {100.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
96. {104.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
97. {103.812006, 76.187994, 1.39826} 
98. {104.545023, 79.626837, 4.928413} 
99. {104.716157, 83.282359, 8.236097} 
100. {104.920138, 87.671761, 9.972186} 
101. {104.920138, 92.328239, 9.972186} 
102. {104.716157, 96.717641, 8.236097} 
103. {104.545023, 100.373163, 4.928413} 
104. {103.812006, 103.812006, 1.39826} 
105. {104.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
106. {104.282857, 76.0, 0.0} 
107. {107.320508, 80.0, 0.0} 
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108. {107.719448, 83.580942, 2.973034} 
109. {108.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
110. {107.999888, 87.804755, 4.46932} 
111. {107.999888, 92.195245, 4.46932} 
112. {107.719448, 96.419058, 2.973034} 
113. {107.320508, 100.0, 0.0} 
114. {108.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
115. {104.282857, 104.0, 0.0} 
116. {109.078784, 84.0, 0.0} 
117. {109.899749, 88.0, 0.0} 
118. {109.899749, 92.0, 0.0} 
119. {109.078784, 96.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {70.921216, 84.0, 0.0} 
1. {72.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
2. {71.997647, 83.914783, 1.027867} 
3. {70.100251, 88.0, 0.0} 
4. {71.833144, 87.957611, 1.624334} 
5. {70.100251, 92.0, 0.0} 
6. {71.833144, 92.042389, 1.624334} 
7. {70.921216, 96.0, 0.0} 
8. {71.997647, 96.085217, 1.027867} 
9. {72.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
10. {75.717143, 76.0, 0.0} 
11. {76.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
12. {76.054976, 76.054976, 0.333685} 
13. {72.679492, 80.0, 0.0} 
14. {75.681703, 79.820597, 2.152474} 
15. {75.578341, 83.777921, 3.52422} 
16. {75.464454, 87.911075, 4.140048} 
17. {75.464454, 92.088925, 4.140048} 
18. {75.578341, 96.222079, 3.52422} 
19. {72.679492, 100.0, 0.0} 
20. {75.681703, 100.179403, 2.152474} 
21. {75.717143, 104.0, 0.0} 
22. {76.054976, 103.945024, 0.333685} 
23. {76.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
24. {80.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
25. {79.820597, 75.681703, 2.152474} 
26. {79.564129, 79.564129, 4.046774} 
27. {79.482561, 83.639126, 5.4018} 
28. {79.402621, 87.865071, 6.04789} 
29. {79.402621, 92.134929, 6.04789} 
30. {79.482561, 96.360874, 5.4018} 
31. {79.564129, 100.435871, 4.046774} 
32. {79.820597, 104.318297, 2.152474} 
33. {80.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
34. {81.282202, 72.0, 0.0} 
35. {84.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
36. {83.914783, 71.997647, 1.027867} 
37. {83.777921, 75.578341, 3.52422} 
38. {83.639126, 79.482561, 5.4018} 
39. {83.59448, 83.59448, 6.71159} 
40. {83.550641, 87.849744, 7.356563} 
41. {83.550641, 92.150256, 7.356563} 
42. {83.59448, 96.40552, 6.71159} 
43. {83.639126, 100.517439, 5.4018} 
44. {83.777921, 104.421659, 3.52422} 
45. {81.282202, 108.0, 0.0} 
46. {83.914783, 108.002353, 1.027867} 
47. {84.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
48. {88.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
49. {87.957611, 71.833144, 1.624334} 
50. {87.911075, 75.464454, 4.140048} 
51. {87.865071, 79.402621, 6.04789} 
52. {87.849744, 83.550641, 7.356563} 
53. {87.835407, 87.835407, 8.00844} 
54. {87.835407, 92.164593, 8.00844} 
55. {87.849744, 96.449359, 7.356563} 
56. {87.865071, 100.597379, 6.04789} 
57. {87.911075, 104.535546, 4.140048} 
58. {87.957611, 108.166856, 1.624334} 
59. {88.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
60. {92.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
61. {92.042389, 71.833144, 1.624334} 
62. {92.088925, 75.464454, 4.140048} 
63. {92.134929, 79.402621, 6.04789} 
64. {92.150256, 83.550641, 7.356563} 
65. {92.164593, 87.835407, 8.00844} 
66. {92.164593, 92.164593, 8.00844} 
67. {92.150256, 96.449359, 7.356563} 
68. {92.134929, 100.597379, 6.04789} 
69. {92.088925, 104.535546, 4.140048} 
70. {92.042389, 108.166856, 1.624334} 
71. {92.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
72. {96.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
73. {96.085217, 71.997647, 1.027867} 
74. {96.222079, 75.578341, 3.52422} 
75. {96.360874, 79.482561, 5.4018} 
76. {96.40552, 83.59448, 6.71159} 
77. {96.449359, 87.849744, 7.356563} 
78. {96.449359, 92.150256, 7.356563} 
79. {96.40552, 96.40552, 6.71159} 
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80. {96.360874, 100.517439, 5.4018} 
81. {96.222079, 104.421659, 3.52422} 
82. {96.085217, 108.002353, 1.027867} 
83. {96.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
84. {98.717798, 72.0, 0.0} 
85. {100.179403, 75.681703, 2.152474} 
86. {100.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
87. {100.435871, 79.564129, 4.046774} 
88. {100.517439, 83.639126, 5.4018} 
89. {100.597379, 87.865071, 6.04789} 
90. {100.597379, 92.134929, 6.04789} 
91. {100.517439, 96.360874, 5.4018} 
92. {100.435871, 100.435871, 4.046774} 
93. {100.179403, 104.318297, 2.152474} 
94. {98.717798, 108.0, 0.0} 
95. {100.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
96. {104.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
97. {103.945024, 76.054976, 0.333685} 
98. {104.318297, 79.820597, 2.152474} 
99. {104.421659, 83.777921, 3.52422} 
100. {104.535546, 87.911075, 4.140048} 
101. {104.535546, 92.088925, 4.140048} 
102. {104.421659, 96.222079, 3.52422} 
103. {104.318297, 100.179403, 2.152474} 
104. {103.945024, 103.945024, 0.333685} 
105. {104.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
106. {104.282857, 76.0, 0.0} 
107. {107.320508, 80.0, 0.0} 
108. {108.002353, 83.914783, 1.027867} 
109. {108.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
110. {108.166856, 87.957611, 1.624334} 
111. {108.166856, 92.042389, 1.624334} 
112. {108.002353, 96.085217, 1.027867} 
113. {107.320508, 100.0, 0.0} 
114. {108.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
115. {104.282857, 104.0, 0.0} 
116. {109.078784, 84.0, 0.0} 
117. {109.899749, 88.0, 0.0} 
118. {109.899749, 92.0, 0.0} 
119. {109.078784, 96.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {70.921216, 84.0, 0.0} 
1. {72.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
2. {71.983233, 83.978035, 0.50787} 
3. {70.100251, 88.0, 0.0} 
4. {71.925897, 87.988041, 0.841943} 
5. {70.100251, 92.0, 0.0} 
6. {71.925897, 92.011959, 0.841943} 
7. {70.921216, 96.0, 0.0} 
8. {71.983233, 96.021965, 0.50787} 
9. {72.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
10. {75.717143, 76.0, 0.0} 
11. {76.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
12. {76.021319, 76.021319, 0.13525} 
13. {72.679492, 80.0, 0.0} 
14. {75.889273, 79.941812, 1.154375} 
15. {75.853597, 83.934978, 1.84272} 
16. {75.815246, 87.974233, 2.157286} 
17. {75.815246, 92.025767, 2.157286} 
18. {75.853597, 96.065022, 1.84272} 
19. {72.679492, 100.0, 0.0} 
20. {75.889273, 100.058188, 1.154375} 
21. {75.717143, 104.0, 0.0} 
22. {76.021319, 103.978681, 0.13525} 
23. {76.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
24. {80.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
25. {79.941812, 75.889273, 1.154375} 
26. {79.857168, 79.857168, 2.129855} 
27. {79.834999, 83.888355, 2.784997} 
28. {79.809149, 87.959018, 3.094477} 
29. {79.809149, 92.040982, 3.094477} 
30. {79.834999, 96.111645, 2.784997} 
31. {79.857168, 100.142832, 2.129855} 
32. {79.941812, 104.110727, 1.154375} 
33. {80.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
34. {81.282202, 72.0, 0.0} 
35. {84.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
36. {83.978035, 71.983233, 0.50787} 
37. {83.934978, 75.853597, 1.84272} 
38. {83.888355, 79.834999, 2.784997} 
39. {83.876921, 83.876921, 3.412234} 
40. {83.862469, 87.955332, 3.713611} 
41. {83.862469, 92.044668, 3.713611} 
42. {83.876921, 96.123079, 3.412234} 
43. {83.888355, 100.165001, 2.784997} 
44. {83.934978, 104.146403, 1.84272} 
45. {81.282202, 108.0, 0.0} 
46. {83.978035, 108.016767, 0.50787} 
47. {84.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
48. {88.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
49. {87.988041, 71.925897, 0.841943} 
50. {87.974233, 75.815246, 2.157286} 
51. {87.959018, 79.809149, 3.094477} 
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52. {87.955332, 83.862469, 3.713611} 
53. {87.950623, 87.950623, 4.013396} 
54. {87.950623, 92.049377, 4.013396} 
55. {87.955332, 96.137531, 3.713611} 
56. {87.959018, 100.190851, 3.094477} 
57. {87.974233, 104.184754, 2.157286} 
58. {87.988041, 108.074103, 0.841943} 
59. {88.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
60. {92.0, 70.100251, 0.0} 
61. {92.011959, 71.925897, 0.841943} 
62. {92.025767, 75.815246, 2.157286} 
63. {92.040982, 79.809149, 3.094477} 
64. {92.044668, 83.862469, 3.713611} 
65. {92.049377, 87.950623, 4.013396} 
66. {92.049377, 92.049377, 4.013396} 
67. {92.044668, 96.137531, 3.713611} 
68. {92.040982, 100.190851, 3.094477} 
69. {92.025767, 104.184754, 2.157286} 
70. {92.011959, 108.074103, 0.841943} 
71. {92.0, 109.899749, 0.0} 
72. {96.0, 70.921216, 0.0} 
73. {96.021965, 71.983233, 0.50787} 
74. {96.065022, 75.853597, 1.84272} 
75. {96.111645, 79.834999, 2.784997} 
76. {96.123079, 83.876921, 3.412234} 
77. {96.137531, 87.955332, 3.713611} 
78. {96.137531, 92.044668, 3.713611} 
79. {96.123079, 96.123079, 3.412234} 
80. {96.111645, 100.165001, 2.784997} 
81. {96.065022, 104.146403, 1.84272} 
82. {96.021965, 108.016767, 0.50787} 
83. {96.0, 109.078784, 0.0} 
84. {98.717798, 72.0, 0.0} 
85. {100.058188, 75.889273, 1.154375} 
86. {100.0, 72.679492, 0.0} 
87. {100.142832, 79.857168, 2.129855} 
88. {100.165001, 83.888355, 2.784997} 
89. {100.190851, 87.959018, 3.094477} 
90. {100.190851, 92.040982, 3.094477} 
91. {100.165001, 96.111645, 2.784997} 
92. {100.142832, 100.142832, 2.129855} 
93. {100.058188, 104.110727, 1.154375} 
94. {98.717798, 108.0, 0.0} 
95. {100.0, 107.320508, 0.0} 
96. {104.0, 75.717143, 0.0} 
97. {103.978681, 76.021319, 0.13525} 
98. {104.110727, 79.941812, 1.154375} 
99. {104.146403, 83.934978, 1.84272} 
100. {104.184754, 87.974233, 2.157286} 
101. {104.184754, 92.025767, 2.157286} 
102. {104.146403, 96.065022, 1.84272} 
103. {104.110727, 100.058188, 1.154375} 
104. {103.978681, 103.978681, 0.13525} 
105. {104.0, 104.282857, 0.0} 
106. {104.282857, 76.0, 0.0} 
107. {107.320508, 80.0, 0.0} 
108. {108.016767, 83.978035, 0.50787} 
109. {108.0, 81.282202, 0.0} 
110. {108.074103, 87.988041, 0.841943} 
111. {108.074103, 92.011959, 0.841943} 
112. {108.016767, 96.021965, 0.50787} 
113. {107.320508, 100.0, 0.0} 
114. {108.0, 98.717798, 0.0} 
115. {104.282857, 104.0, 0.0} 
116. {109.078784, 84.0, 0.0} 
117. {109.899749, 88.0, 0.0} 
118. {109.899749, 92.0, 0.0} 
119. {109.078784, 96.0, 0.0} 
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Appendix C: Rectangular Hanging 
Mesh 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {3.724431, 1.628924, 5.30231} 
2. {3.354518, 4.218954, 8.668974} 
3. {1.997822, 3.415976, 5.755474} 
4. {5.417714, 6.136562, 13.193452} 
5. {4.962323, 9.975886, 15.038768} 
6. {3.96403, 9.295583, 12.41795} 
7. {6.496946, 12.550096, 18.88769} 
8. {5.778221, 16.860787, 18.657744} 
9. {4.956757, 16.574658, 16.256207} 
10. {6.787419, 20.610579, 20.974423} 
11. {5.66599, 24.189156, 18.347582} 
12. {4.847974, 24.628949, 15.921402} 
13. {6.23796, 28.504612, 18.253801} 
14. {4.686082, 31.014, 14.244145} 
15. {3.681223, 31.701557, 11.556928} 
16. {4.942956, 34.745971, 12.095391} 
17. {3.018953, 36.819779, 7.319851} 
18. {1.607071, 37.427363, 4.542343} 
19. {2.952701, 38.374118, 4.950406} 
20. {7.825413, 2.962532, 9.962914} 
21. {10.001993, 4.569092, 14.343351} 
22. {8.206414, 7.282152, 17.146403} 
23. {10.427241, 9.439929, 20.992793} 
24. {9.114217, 13.268387, 22.59334} 
25. {10.899813, 16.371256, 25.476427} 
26. {9.352008, 20.416142, 24.603151} 
27. {10.630176, 24.571574, 25.160025} 
28. {8.703808, 27.50808, 22.086294} 
29. {9.747438, 31.315011, 20.344165} 
30. {7.45448, 33.356625, 16.356623} 
31. {9.472287, 35.974833, 13.802303} 
32. {8.014123, 36.827913, 11.030922} 
33. {15.863838, 4.01496, 14.266202} 
34. {13.512704, 5.563435, 17.521554} 
35. {16.291829, 7.332029, 20.954524} 
36. {14.201144, 10.153911, 23.615406} 
37. {16.698073, 12.834305, 26.431664} 
38. {14.720857, 16.572696, 27.727528} 
39. {16.640136, 20.40583, 28.872518} 
40. {14.336725, 24.030106, 27.592539} 
41. {15.950813, 27.86893, 26.237349} 
42. {13.30402, 30.396285, 23.318215} 
43. {15.343645, 33.260517, 20.767988} 
44. {12.801742, 34.984841, 17.130097} 
45. {14.021308, 35.844383, 15.117376} 
46. {21.038387, 4.126405, 14.817631} 
47. {23.509507, 5.57924, 18.165578} 
48. {20.902545, 7.488575, 21.444427} 
49. {23.647512, 10.030758, 23.907021} 
50. {21.219581, 12.854983, 26.606783} 
51. {23.287411, 16.543265, 27.984033} 
52. {21.072321, 20.289353, 29.036909} 
53. {23.054048, 24.133219, 27.991647} 
54. {20.42847, 27.567743, 26.863796} 
55. {22.69783, 30.511087, 24.334987} 
56. {19.772175, 32.877947, 21.905369} 
57. {22.161222, 34.793822, 18.639182} 
58. {20.799124, 35.567948, 16.523355} 
59. {29.424146, 3.187797, 11.557998} 
60. {27.427637, 4.782176, 15.730884} 
61. {30.199572, 7.137844, 18.062775} 
62. {27.759693, 9.380706, 21.732218} 
63. {29.384263, 13.120987, 23.356919} 
64. {27.348192, 16.280267, 26.083603} 
65. {28.967635, 20.369503, 25.443616} 
66. {27.149181, 24.378219, 26.082695} 
67. {29.231888, 27.462632, 23.291944} 
68. {26.886564, 31.039546, 22.45572} 
69. {29.204071, 33.323784, 18.980506} 
70. {26.24101, 35.412172, 16.747404} 
71. {27.505073, 36.239334, 14.28935} 
72. {33.525553, 1.959449, 7.458036} 
73. {35.864912, 3.970376, 10.014034} 
74. {33.438915, 5.915927, 14.390589} 
75. {34.266691, 9.675262, 16.2522} 
76. {32.468543, 12.355522, 19.973793} 
77. {33.422388, 16.658816, 19.953058} 
78. {32.071322, 20.416522, 22.184906} 
79. {33.418997, 24.082242, 19.757144} 
80. {32.298949, 28.337257, 19.771064} 
81. {34.179755, 30.916786, 15.894153} 
82. {32.232072, 34.638443, 15.376653} 
83. {34.27037, 36.677135, 11.15731} 
84. {32.945256, 37.573235, 9.455071} 
85. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
86. {38.079743, 2.215548, 5.222675} 
87. {37.847094, 5.827061, 7.523543} 
88. {36.3242, 8.301723, 11.976327} 
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89. {36.49879, 12.601511, 12.653136} 
90. {35.45373, 16.077122, 15.887558} 
91. {36.032827, 20.390675, 14.477948} 
92. {35.474445, 24.752475, 15.670027} 
93. {36.595649, 28.091833, 12.23944} 
94. {36.366571, 32.349259, 11.452208} 
95. {38.080911, 34.711703, 6.767728} 
96. {36.509298, 38.318605, 6.724392} 
97. {37.908853, 39.144617, 3.493589} 
98. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
99. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {3.945827, 0.746781, 0.769474} 
2. {2.192758, 4.198236, 1.789094} 
3. {0.683509, 3.418694, 0.716922} 
4. {4.524905, 6.958287, 3.525342} 
5. {3.045686, 10.657849, 3.111171} 
6. {1.598247, 10.297336, 1.765877} 
7. {4.921656, 13.798998, 4.749636} 
8. {3.431017, 17.377916, 3.735604} 
9. {2.037421, 17.278854, 2.292395} 
10. {5.034562, 20.796876, 5.079128} 
11. {3.390324, 24.167102, 3.662897} 
12. {1.9902, 24.292662, 2.228064} 
13. {4.828674, 27.799938, 4.55261} 
14. {2.941755, 30.921, 2.887633} 
15. {1.456028, 31.257479, 1.578233} 
16. {4.3587, 34.663818, 3.067471} 
17. {2.116701, 37.509135, 1.347726} 
18. {0.435688, 38.104457, 0.422027} 
19. {3.047658, 39.367637, 0.648346} 
20. {7.93308, 1.364172, 1.435931} 
21. {10.006796, 4.024446, 3.60561} 
22. {8.243732, 7.355531, 4.966079} 
23. {10.240838, 10.406648, 6.63072} 
24. {8.414992, 13.972536, 6.706564} 
25. {10.328115, 17.280747, 7.914183} 
26. {8.456609, 20.74416, 7.164822} 
27. {10.289868, 24.253307, 7.783386} 
28. {8.331452, 27.496998, 6.47673} 
29. {10.146099, 31.059589, 6.215779} 
30. {8.05499, 34.000067, 4.468909} 
31. {9.986221, 37.14165, 2.902785} 
32. {8.794755, 38.50253, 1.653889} 
33. {15.956694, 1.999884, 2.171775} 
34. {13.891144, 4.605246, 4.408699} 
35. {16.079072, 7.357232, 6.334729} 
36. {14.127457, 10.626762, 7.583051} 
37. {16.167914, 13.843274, 8.829116} 
38. {14.171787, 17.310973, 9.047905} 
39. {16.167009, 20.751347, 9.53905} 
40. {14.135319, 24.147166, 8.906517} 
41. {16.099637, 27.617794, 8.515987} 
42. {14.036163, 30.7634, 7.133628} 
43. {16.008663, 33.939927, 5.692761} 
44. {13.900593, 36.634334, 3.603102} 
45. {15.009633, 37.992415, 2.281308} 
46. {20.040146, 2.083293, 2.271413} 
47. {22.135355, 4.614975, 4.566454} 
48. {20.082181, 7.454258, 6.512908} 
49. {22.169971, 10.568748, 7.928202} 
50. {20.169746, 13.858003, 9.042165} 
51. {22.193639, 17.28194, 9.531439} 
52. {20.167141, 20.730223, 9.779432} 
53. {22.179344, 24.173105, 9.384239} 
54. {20.0997, 27.539016, 8.747938} 
55. {22.086172, 30.782755, 7.486192} 
56. {20.010099, 33.815962, 5.888844} 
57. {22.034664, 36.559101, 3.78127} 
58. {20.900939, 37.874974, 2.436768} 
59. {28.104066, 1.735314, 1.871839} 
60. {26.115574, 4.350388, 4.170491} 
61. {28.162651, 7.393343, 5.785924} 
62. {26.143485, 10.447109, 7.418632} 
63. {28.10433, 13.910197, 7.887729} 
64. {26.151707, 17.259301, 8.904205} 
65. {28.100062, 20.733554, 8.464557} 
66. {26.139039, 24.215116, 8.767882} 
67. {28.126867, 27.504986, 7.632806} 
68. {26.066037, 30.887453, 7.025832} 
69. {28.059142, 33.894081, 5.278402} 
70. {26.020229, 36.808339, 3.432503} 
71. {27.152756, 38.149037, 2.110137} 
72. {32.133552, 1.278634, 1.362862} 
73. {34.301411, 4.189182, 3.057152} 
74. {32.02561, 6.99743, 4.791879} 
75. {33.787898, 10.589191, 5.003064} 
76. {31.855081, 13.774551, 6.481928} 
77. {33.563099, 17.343778, 5.847288} 
78. {31.802398, 20.777626, 6.930462} 
79. {33.586966, 24.167671, 5.751814} 
80. {31.879459, 27.758834, 6.247851} 
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81. {33.858271, 30.877599, 4.689075} 
82. {31.924353, 34.367776, 4.329732} 
83. {34.023952, 37.252267, 2.501315} 
84. {32.96457, 38.791329, 1.351766} 
85. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
86. {37.818172, 2.986644, 1.553714} 
87. {38.904207, 6.828451, 1.220299} 
88. {37.128454, 10.02925, 2.859653} 
89. {38.259013, 13.774673, 1.98963} 
90. {36.781616, 17.19941, 3.462487} 
91. {38.072318, 20.784859, 2.216239} 
92. {36.818465, 24.406678, 3.392231} 
93. {38.349296, 27.787516, 1.87264} 
94. {37.233343, 31.560418, 2.636287} 
95. {39.094664, 34.711034, 0.992975} 
96. {37.624351, 38.429668, 1.190876} 
97. {39.050945, 39.791078, 0.221299} 
98. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
99. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {3.995073, 0.262727, 0.132297} 
2. {2.132005, 3.764621, 0.64864} 
3. {0.227467, 3.460619, 0.118679} 
4. {4.241344, 7.044047, 1.54151} 
5. {2.336719, 10.540495, 1.156376} 
6. {0.535079, 10.385566, 0.301561} 
7. {4.303826, 13.899604, 2.077302} 
8. {2.435904, 17.362062, 1.353812} 
9. {0.681614, 17.317573, 0.394055} 
10. {4.317198, 20.787415, 2.207581} 
11. {2.423726, 24.200339, 1.33125} 
12. {0.663683, 24.251704, 0.382433} 
13. {4.272065, 27.684946, 1.996332} 
14. {2.304064, 31.044875, 1.080314} 
15. {0.481436, 31.182538, 0.268099} 
16. {4.166795, 34.575169, 1.341754} 
17. {2.080976, 37.878522, 0.482428} 
18. {0.137473, 38.105295, 0.067775} 
19. {3.090135, 39.784424, 0.112125} 
20. {7.99474, 0.45708, 0.243659} 
21. {10.036283, 3.632123, 1.567493} 
22. {8.167398, 7.090799, 2.306398} 
23. {10.1143, 10.450886, 3.26587} 
24. {8.128614, 13.923335, 3.248474} 
25. {10.10083, 17.333805, 3.941467} 
26. {8.108718, 20.772119, 3.482483} 
27. {10.091981, 24.224698, 3.866576} 
28. {8.11114, 27.618397, 3.118063} 
29. {10.090539, 31.092989, 3.016415} 
30. {8.10972, 34.415298, 1.996693} 
31. {10.033712, 37.79886, 1.074255} 
32. {8.898018, 39.495371, 0.286725} 
33. {15.996665, 0.67102, 0.373801} 
34. {14.02241, 3.825761, 1.840471} 
35. {16.043176, 7.055082, 3.060811} 
36. {14.081766, 10.467224, 3.775884} 
37. {16.057526, 13.868816, 4.501642} 
38. {14.045759, 17.324757, 4.603763} 
39. {16.051255, 20.774498, 4.883836} 
40. {14.039533, 24.212029, 4.512998} 
41. {16.038311, 27.6705, 4.300807} 
42. {14.063623, 31.050804, 3.479014} 
43. {16.023456, 34.430614, 2.620459} 
44. {14.024662, 37.627753, 1.284654} 
45. {15.088238, 39.321922, 0.397688} 
46. {20.002459, 0.696954, 0.390841} 
47. {22.007203, 3.803793, 1.917214} 
48. {20.042484, 7.065772, 3.142206} 
49. {22.020429, 10.434267, 4.003703} 
50. {20.055367, 13.860406, 4.637172} 
51. {22.06044, 17.310388, 4.917307} 
52. {20.048391, 20.765541, 5.038734} 
53. {22.050172, 24.221832, 4.819431} 
54. {20.036243, 27.656364, 4.433099} 
55. {21.9904, 31.066406, 3.688742} 
56. {20.022841, 34.404171, 2.694138} 
57. {21.987359, 37.614431, 1.339095} 
58. {20.905713, 39.282405, 0.424743} 
59. {28.007161, 0.581121, 0.322096} 
60. {26.004346, 3.718342, 1.787666} 
61. {27.947438, 7.070934, 2.780498} 
62. {26.012818, 10.433881, 3.754686} 
63. {28.023444, 13.882422, 4.011831} 
64. {26.046645, 17.312655, 4.583622} 
65. {28.05332, 20.763862, 4.331424} 
66. {26.037248, 24.214863, 4.496393} 
67. {28.012129, 27.632543, 3.847943} 
68. {25.984587, 31.060053, 3.470557} 
69. {27.913887, 34.398538, 2.405892} 
70. {25.985219, 37.701825, 1.235542} 
71. {27.098412, 39.373657, 0.367249} 
72. {32.009586, 0.436842, 0.237338} 
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73. {33.972436, 3.761845, 1.282615} 
74. {31.918809, 7.03957, 2.302577} 
75. {33.914972, 10.505407, 2.369043} 
76. {31.943867, 13.881297, 3.217172} 
77. {33.902649, 17.342943, 2.791311} 
78. {31.954628, 20.774491, 3.447745} 
79. {33.903899, 24.196172, 2.745137} 
80. {31.94027, 27.663782, 3.093005} 
81. {33.919546, 31.025875, 2.209825} 
82. {31.893386, 34.468882, 2.006151} 
83. {33.895742, 37.76207, 0.935328} 
84. {32.910711, 39.58623, 0.235217} 
85. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
86. {37.900583, 3.341375, 0.65492} 
87. {39.629988, 6.921243, 0.213618} 
88. {37.706773, 10.312377, 1.1096} 
89. {39.410904, 13.850821, 0.350282} 
90. {37.61316, 17.296406, 1.297592} 
91. {39.347932, 20.78479, 0.390374} 
92. {37.623592, 24.283798, 1.276308} 
93. {39.442339, 27.718247, 0.328646} 
94. {37.736715, 31.26628, 1.038225} 
95. {39.693098, 34.646352, 0.172768} 
96. {37.843794, 38.182593, 0.448383} 
97. {39.091484, 39.932032, 0.035123} 
98. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
99. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {1.63705, 3.528215, 2.067831} 
2. {3.528215, 1.63705, 2.067831} 
3. {4.764378, 4.764378, 4.335786} 
4. {2.505218, 7.463768, 3.619169} 
5. {5.405848, 8.274701, 6.270106} 
6. {3.164958, 11.536622, 4.834529} 
7. {5.88498, 12.023552, 7.744674} 
8. {3.588881, 15.730156, 5.625297} 
9. {6.193081, 15.95932, 8.672044} 
10. {3.734574, 20.0, 5.899738} 
11. {6.299463, 20.0, 8.988651} 
12. {3.588881, 24.269844, 5.625297} 
13. {6.193081, 24.04068, 8.672044} 
14. {3.164958, 28.463378, 4.834529} 
15. {5.88498, 27.976448, 7.744674} 
16. {2.505218, 32.536232, 3.619169} 
17. {5.405848, 31.725299, 6.270106} 
18. {1.63705, 36.471785, 2.067831} 
19. {4.764378, 35.235622, 4.335786} 
20. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
21. {3.528215, 38.36295, 2.067831} 
22. {7.463768, 2.505218, 3.619169} 
23. {8.274701, 5.405848, 6.270106} 
24. {8.548617, 8.548617, 8.753234} 
25. {8.771239, 12.137939, 10.53449} 
26. {8.950995, 16.003988, 11.593503} 
27. {9.017737, 20.0, 11.948088} 
28. {8.950995, 23.996012, 11.593503} 
29. {8.771239, 27.862061, 10.53449} 
30. {8.548617, 31.451383, 8.753234} 
31. {8.274701, 34.594152, 6.270106} 
32. {7.463768, 37.494782, 3.619169} 
33. {11.536622, 3.164958, 4.834529} 
34. {12.023552, 5.88498, 7.744674} 
35. {12.137939, 8.771239, 10.53449} 
36. {12.197401, 12.197401, 12.62401} 
37. {12.257057, 16.009981, 13.872224} 
38. {12.281979, 20.0, 14.287165} 
39. {12.257057, 23.990019, 13.872224} 
40. {12.197401, 27.802599, 12.62401} 
41. {12.137939, 31.228761, 10.53449} 
42. {12.023552, 34.11502, 7.744674} 
43. {11.536622, 36.835042, 4.834529} 
44. {15.730156, 3.588881, 5.625297} 
45. {15.95932, 6.193081, 8.672044} 
46. {16.003988, 8.950995, 11.593503} 
47. {16.009981, 12.257057, 13.872224} 
48. {16.015298, 16.015298, 15.280892} 
49. {16.01792, 20.0, 15.754984} 
50. {16.015298, 23.984702, 15.280892} 
51. {16.009981, 27.742943, 13.872224} 
52. {16.003988, 31.049005, 11.593503} 
53. {15.95932, 33.806919, 8.672044} 
54. {15.730156, 36.411119, 5.625297} 
55. {20.0, 3.734574, 5.899738} 
56. {20.0, 6.299463, 8.988651} 
57. {20.0, 9.017737, 11.948088} 
58. {20.0, 12.281979, 14.287165} 
59. {20.0, 16.01792, 15.754984} 
60. {20.0, 20.0, 16.252952} 
61. {20.0, 23.98208, 15.754984} 
62. {20.0, 27.718021, 14.287165} 
63. {20.0, 30.982263, 11.948088} 
64. {20.0, 33.700537, 8.988651} 
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65. {20.0, 36.265426, 5.899738} 
66. {24.269844, 3.588881, 5.625297} 
67. {24.04068, 6.193081, 8.672044} 
68. {23.996012, 8.950995, 11.593503} 
69. {23.990019, 12.257057, 13.872224} 
70. {23.984702, 16.015298, 15.280892} 
71. {23.98208, 20.0, 15.754984} 
72. {23.984702, 23.984702, 15.280892} 
73. {23.990019, 27.742943, 13.872224} 
74. {23.996012, 31.049005, 11.593503} 
75. {24.04068, 33.806919, 8.672044} 
76. {24.269844, 36.411119, 5.625297} 
77. {28.463378, 3.164958, 4.834529} 
78. {27.976448, 5.88498, 7.744674} 
79. {27.862061, 8.771239, 10.53449} 
80. {27.802599, 12.197401, 12.62401} 
81. {27.742943, 16.009981, 13.872224} 
82. {27.718021, 20.0, 14.287165} 
83. {27.742943, 23.990019, 13.872224} 
84. {27.802599, 27.802599, 12.62401} 
85. {27.862061, 31.228761, 10.53449} 
86. {27.976448, 34.11502, 7.744674} 
87. {28.463378, 36.835042, 4.834529} 
88. {32.536232, 2.505218, 3.619169} 
89. {31.725299, 5.405848, 6.270106} 
90. {31.451383, 8.548617, 8.753234} 
91. {31.228761, 12.137939, 10.53449} 
92. {31.049005, 16.003988, 11.593503} 
93. {30.982263, 20.0, 11.948088} 
94. {31.049005, 23.996012, 11.593503} 
95. {31.228761, 27.862061, 10.53449} 
96. {31.451383, 31.451383, 8.753234} 
97. {31.725299, 34.594152, 6.270106} 
98. {32.536232, 37.494782, 3.619169} 
99. {36.471785, 1.63705, 2.067831} 
100. {35.235622, 4.764378, 4.335786} 
101. {34.594152, 8.274701, 6.270106} 
102. {34.11502, 12.023552, 7.744674} 
103. {33.806919, 15.95932, 8.672044} 
104. {33.700537, 20.0, 8.988651} 
105. {33.806919, 24.04068, 8.672044} 
106. {34.11502, 27.976448, 7.744674} 
107. {34.594152, 31.725299, 6.270106} 
108. {35.235622, 35.235622, 4.335786} 
109. {36.471785, 38.36295, 2.067831} 
110. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
111. {38.36295, 3.528215, 2.067831} 
112. {37.494782, 7.463768, 3.619169} 
113. {36.835042, 11.536622, 4.834529} 
114. {36.411119, 15.730156, 5.625297} 
115. {36.265426, 20.0, 5.899738} 
116. {36.411119, 24.269844, 5.625297} 
117. {36.835042, 28.463378, 4.834529} 
118. {37.494782, 32.536232, 3.619169} 
119. {38.36295, 36.471785, 2.067831} 
120. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {0.372651, 3.985088, 0.306353} 
2. {3.985088, 0.372651, 0.306353} 
3. {4.082296, 4.082296, 1.799585} 
4. {0.702497, 7.976648, 0.574822} 
5. {4.240737, 8.027567, 2.440169} 
6. {0.954514, 11.977516, 0.781393} 
7. {4.405151, 12.007604, 2.804702} 
8. {1.110117, 15.986512, 0.910298} 
9. {4.511419, 16.0007, 3.015683} 
10. {1.162489, 20.0, 0.95398} 
11. {4.547216, 20.0, 3.085966} 
12. {1.110117, 24.013488, 0.910298} 
13. {4.511419, 23.9993, 3.015683} 
14. {0.954514, 28.022484, 0.781393} 
15. {4.405151, 27.992396, 2.804702} 
16. {0.702497, 32.023352, 0.574822} 
17. {4.240737, 31.972433, 2.440169} 
18. {0.372651, 36.014912, 0.306353} 
19. {4.082296, 35.917704, 1.799585} 
20. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
21. {3.985088, 39.627349, 0.306353} 
22. {7.976648, 0.702497, 0.574822} 
23. {8.027567, 4.240737, 2.440169} 
24. {8.071866, 8.071866, 3.589796} 
25. {8.136213, 12.017105, 4.247112} 
26. {8.185136, 16.001477, 4.598525} 
27. {8.202554, 20.0, 4.710812} 
28. {8.185136, 23.998523, 4.598525} 
29. {8.136213, 27.982895, 4.247112} 
30. {8.071866, 31.928134, 3.589796} 
31. {8.027567, 35.759263, 2.440169} 
32. {7.976648, 39.297503, 0.574822} 
33. {11.977516, 0.954514, 0.781393} 
34. {12.007604, 4.405151, 2.804702} 
35. {12.017105, 8.136213, 4.247112} 
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36. {12.033084, 12.033084, 5.150192} 
37. {12.046851, 16.002895, 5.641922} 
38. {12.052047, 20.0, 5.798447} 
39. {12.046851, 23.997105, 5.641922} 
40. {12.033084, 27.966916, 5.150192} 
41. {12.017105, 31.863787, 4.247112} 
42. {12.007604, 35.594849, 2.804702} 
43. {11.977516, 39.045486, 0.781393} 
44. {15.986512, 1.110117, 0.910298} 
45. {16.0007, 4.511419, 3.015683} 
46. {16.001477, 8.185136, 4.598525} 
47. {16.002895, 12.046851, 5.641922} 
48. {16.004209, 16.004209, 6.225705} 
49. {16.004725, 20.0, 6.41314} 
50. {16.004209, 23.995791, 6.225705} 
51. {16.002895, 27.953149, 5.641922} 
52. {16.001477, 31.814864, 4.598525} 
53. {16.0007, 35.488581, 3.015683} 
54. {15.986512, 38.889883, 0.910298} 
55. {20.0, 1.162489, 0.95398} 
56. {20.0, 4.547216, 3.085966} 
57. {20.0, 8.202554, 4.710812} 
58. {20.0, 12.052047, 5.798447} 
59. {20.0, 16.004725, 6.41314} 
60. {20.0, 20.0, 6.611304} 
61. {20.0, 23.995275, 6.41314} 
62. {20.0, 27.947953, 5.798447} 
63. {20.0, 31.797446, 4.710812} 
64. {20.0, 35.452784, 3.085966} 
65. {20.0, 38.837511, 0.95398} 
66. {24.013488, 1.110117, 0.910298} 
67. {23.9993, 4.511419, 3.015683} 
68. {23.998523, 8.185136, 4.598525} 
69. {23.997105, 12.046851, 5.641922} 
70. {23.995791, 16.004209, 6.225705} 
71. {23.995275, 20.0, 6.41314} 
72. {23.995791, 23.995791, 6.225705} 
73. {23.997105, 27.953149, 5.641922} 
74. {23.998523, 31.814864, 4.598525} 
75. {23.9993, 35.488581, 3.015683} 
76. {24.013488, 38.889883, 0.910298} 
77. {28.022484, 0.954514, 0.781393} 
78. {27.992396, 4.405151, 2.804702} 
79. {27.982895, 8.136213, 4.247112} 
80. {27.966916, 12.033084, 5.150192} 
81. {27.953149, 16.002895, 5.641922} 
82. {27.947953, 20.0, 5.798447} 
83. {27.953149, 23.997105, 5.641922} 
84. {27.966916, 27.966916, 5.150192} 
85. {27.982895, 31.863787, 4.247112} 
86. {27.992396, 35.594849, 2.804702} 
87. {28.022484, 39.045486, 0.781393} 
88. {32.023352, 0.702497, 0.574822} 
89. {31.972433, 4.240737, 2.440169} 
90. {31.928134, 8.071866, 3.589796} 
91. {31.863787, 12.017105, 4.247112} 
92. {31.814864, 16.001477, 4.598525} 
93. {31.797446, 20.0, 4.710812} 
94. {31.814864, 23.998523, 4.598525} 
95. {31.863787, 27.982895, 4.247112} 
96. {31.928134, 31.928134, 3.589796} 
97. {31.972433, 35.759263, 2.440169} 
98. {32.023352, 39.297503, 0.574822} 
99. {36.014912, 0.372651, 0.306353} 
100. {35.917704, 4.082296, 1.799585} 
101. {35.759263, 8.027567, 2.440169} 
102. {35.594849, 12.007604, 2.804702} 
103. {35.488581, 16.0007, 3.015683} 
104. {35.452784, 20.0, 3.085966} 
105. {35.488581, 23.9993, 3.015683} 
106. {35.594849, 27.992396, 2.804702} 
107. {35.759263, 31.972433, 2.440169} 
108. {35.917704, 35.917704, 1.799585} 
109. {36.014912, 39.627349, 0.306353} 
110. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
111. {39.627349, 3.985088, 0.306353} 
112. {39.297503, 7.976648, 0.574822} 
113. {39.045486, 11.977516, 0.781393} 
114. {38.889883, 15.986512, 0.910298} 
115. {38.837511, 20.0, 0.95398} 
116. {38.889883, 24.013488, 0.910298} 
117. {39.045486, 28.022484, 0.781393} 
118. {39.297503, 32.023352, 0.574822} 
119. {39.627349, 36.014912, 0.306353} 
120. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {0.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
1. {0.164394, 3.997865, 0.083996} 
2. {3.997865, 0.164394, 0.083996} 
3. {4.020476, 4.020476, 1.147082} 
4. {0.312764, 7.996549, 0.158193} 
5. {4.088653, 8.006162, 1.478286} 
6. {0.427032, 11.996632, 0.215425} 
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7. {4.159162, 12.001655, 1.654618} 
8. {0.497905, 15.997967, 0.251188} 
9. {4.204842, 16.000162, 1.75409} 
10. {0.521808, 20.0, 0.263313} 
11. {4.220202, 20.0, 1.78712} 
12. {0.497905, 24.002033, 0.251188} 
13. {4.204842, 23.999838, 1.75409} 
14. {0.427032, 28.003368, 0.215425} 
15. {4.159162, 27.998345, 1.654618} 
16. {0.312764, 32.003451, 0.158193} 
17. {4.088653, 31.993838, 1.478286} 
18. {0.164394, 36.002135, 0.083996} 
19. {4.020476, 35.979524, 1.147082} 
20. {0.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
21. {3.997865, 39.835606, 0.083996} 
22. {7.996549, 0.312764, 0.158193} 
23. {8.006162, 4.088653, 1.478286} 
24. {8.02486, 8.02486, 2.189621} 
25. {8.050828, 12.005759, 2.579287} 
26. {8.070205, 16.00052, 2.783202} 
27. {8.076992, 20.0, 2.84791} 
28. {8.070205, 23.99948, 2.783202} 
29. {8.050828, 27.994241, 2.579287} 
30. {8.02486, 31.97514, 2.189621} 
31. {8.006162, 35.911347, 1.478286} 
32. {7.996549, 39.687236, 0.158193} 
33. {11.996632, 0.427032, 0.215425} 
34. {12.001655, 4.159162, 1.654618} 
35. {12.005759, 8.050828, 2.579287} 
36. {12.012025, 12.012025, 3.135136} 
37. {12.017408, 16.001074, 3.431039} 
38. {12.019423, 20.0, 3.524182} 
39. {12.017408, 23.998926, 3.431039} 
40. {12.012025, 27.987975, 3.135136} 
41. {12.005759, 31.949172, 2.579287} 
42. {12.001655, 35.840838, 1.654618} 
43. {11.996632, 39.572968, 0.215425} 
44. {15.997967, 0.497905, 0.251188} 
45. {16.000162, 4.204842, 1.75409} 
46. {16.00052, 8.070205, 2.783202} 
47. {16.001074, 12.017408, 3.431039} 
48. {16.001582, 16.001582, 3.786643} 
49. {16.001781, 20.0, 3.899585} 
50. {16.001582, 23.998418, 3.786643} 
51. {16.001074, 27.982592, 3.431039} 
52. {16.00052, 31.929795, 2.783202} 
53. {16.000162, 35.795158, 1.75409} 
54. {15.997967, 39.502095, 0.251188} 
55. {20.0, 0.521808, 0.263313} 
56. {20.0, 4.220202, 1.78712} 
57. {20.0, 8.076992, 2.84791} 
58. {20.0, 12.019423, 3.524182} 
59. {20.0, 16.001781, 3.899585} 
60. {20.0, 20.0, 4.019358} 
61. {20.0, 23.998219, 3.899585} 
62. {20.0, 27.980577, 3.524182} 
63. {20.0, 31.923008, 2.84791} 
64. {20.0, 35.779798, 1.78712} 
65. {20.0, 39.478192, 0.263313} 
66. {24.002033, 0.497905, 0.251188} 
67. {23.999838, 4.204842, 1.75409} 
68. {23.99948, 8.070205, 2.783202} 
69. {23.998926, 12.017408, 3.431039} 
70. {23.998418, 16.001582, 3.786643} 
71. {23.998219, 20.0, 3.899585} 
72. {23.998418, 23.998418, 3.786643} 
73. {23.998926, 27.982592, 3.431039} 
74. {23.99948, 31.929795, 2.783202} 
75. {23.999838, 35.795158, 1.75409} 
76. {24.002033, 39.502095, 0.251188} 
77. {28.003368, 0.427032, 0.215425} 
78. {27.998345, 4.159162, 1.654618} 
79. {27.994241, 8.050828, 2.579287} 
80. {27.987975, 12.012025, 3.135136} 
81. {27.982592, 16.001074, 3.431039} 
82. {27.980577, 20.0, 3.524182} 
83. {27.982592, 23.998926, 3.431039} 
84. {27.987975, 27.987975, 3.135136} 
85. {27.994241, 31.949172, 2.579287} 
86. {27.998345, 35.840838, 1.654618} 
87. {28.003368, 39.572968, 0.215425} 
88. {32.003451, 0.312764, 0.158193} 
89. {31.993838, 4.088653, 1.478286} 
90. {31.97514, 8.02486, 2.189621} 
91. {31.949172, 12.005759, 2.579287} 
92. {31.929795, 16.00052, 2.783202} 
93. {31.923008, 20.0, 2.84791} 
94. {31.929795, 23.99948, 2.783202} 
95. {31.949172, 27.994241, 2.579287} 
96. {31.97514, 31.97514, 2.189621} 
97. {31.993838, 35.911347, 1.478286} 
98. {32.003451, 39.687236, 0.158193} 
99. {36.002135, 0.164394, 0.083996} 
100. {35.979524, 4.020476, 1.147082} 
101. {35.911347, 8.006162, 1.478286} 
102. {35.840838, 12.001655, 1.654618} 
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103. {35.795158, 16.000162, 1.75409} 
104. {35.779798, 20.0, 1.78712} 
105. {35.795158, 23.999838, 1.75409} 
106. {35.840838, 27.998345, 1.654618} 
107. {35.911347, 31.993838, 1.478286} 
108. {35.979524, 35.979524, 1.147082} 
109. {36.002135, 39.835606, 0.083996} 
110. {40.0, 0.0, 0.0} 
111. {39.835606, 3.997865, 0.083996} 
112. {39.687236, 7.996549, 0.158193} 
113. {39.572968, 11.996632, 0.215425} 
114. {39.502095, 15.997967, 0.251188} 
115. {39.478192, 20.0, 0.263313} 
116. {39.502095, 24.002033, 0.251188} 
117. {39.572968, 28.003368, 0.215425} 
118. {39.687236, 32.003451, 0.158193} 
119. {39.835606, 36.002135, 0.083996} 
120. {40.0, 40.0, 0.0} 
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Appendix D: Double Curved Vault 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.288939, 13.856406, 0.0} 
1. {8.209464, 14.070424, 1.969185} 
2. {9.118024, 8.864678, 0.0} 
3. {10.287075, 10.044424, 3.053171} 
4. {8.429582, 20.040552, 0.0} 
5. {9.964422, 17.895967, 4.510897} 
6. {9.902849, 24.080441, 0.0} 
7. {9.981963, 24.279953, 0.0} 
8. {10.499533, 24.171557, 1.644315} 
9. {8.915702, 67.695989, 0.0} 
10. {9.748266, 65.381914, 0.0} 
11. {10.341382, 66.007386, 2.080131} 
12. {8.421647, 70.012346, 0.0} 
13. {9.293087, 73.970543, 0.0} 
14. {10.186786, 72.801744, 2.261561} 
15. {15.066375, 5.311118, 0.0} 
16. {13.847715, 10.093707, 6.968005} 
17. {15.892346, 6.688808, 3.576978} 
18. {12.949438, 17.444238, 9.506734} 
19. {15.37058, 13.246209, 11.054046} 
20. {13.139979, 24.107604, 7.679663} 
21. {15.026606, 21.159809, 12.167724} 
22. {12.767005, 31.176915, 0.0} 
23. {13.991901, 30.889933, 3.920809} 
24. {15.464565, 28.257929, 9.319134} 
25. {14.731466, 36.838181, 0.0} 
26. {15.989069, 35.193148, 4.744455} 
27. {15.766646, 41.165038, 0.0} 
28. {15.871538, 41.791722, 0.0} 
29. {16.373547, 41.508165, 1.601253} 
30. {12.707247, 58.889727, 0.0} 
31. {13.935681, 59.19944, 3.628481} 
32. {14.893244, 53.508668, 0.0} 
33. {16.009373, 54.975621, 4.322484} 
34. {13.20356, 66.019235, 7.055072} 
35. {15.45122, 61.937691, 8.612639} 
36. {13.716639, 72.945542, 6.034123} 
37. {15.408618, 69.754986, 9.591378} 
38. {15.170371, 77.647195, 0.0} 
39. {15.879476, 76.404324, 3.100128} 
40. {21.865978, 3.696235, 0.0} 
41. {20.486264, 6.30904, 5.487197} 
42. {19.474114, 12.84779, 14.118425} 
43. {21.510645, 9.095152, 10.868952} 
44. {18.569569, 20.723458, 16.398286} 
45. {21.116712, 16.499549, 17.506278} 
46. {18.631018, 28.008343, 14.216599} 
47. {20.988434, 24.803893, 17.691724} 
48. {18.831214, 34.87277, 10.135596} 
49. {21.130539, 32.127251, 14.198281} 
50. {18.961988, 41.539915, 7.045566} 
51. {21.305878, 38.84612, 10.754441} 
52. {16.065602, 48.497423, 0.0} 
53. {18.768554, 48.520992, 5.855134} 
54. {21.127006, 45.343433, 8.93352} 
55. {18.834399, 55.295876, 9.52887} 
56. {21.127508, 51.184175, 9.777686} 
57. {18.771318, 62.37414, 12.969045} 
58. {21.127128, 58.208619, 13.360891} 
59. {19.475131, 70.204117, 12.447963} 
60. {21.22758, 66.295933, 14.985787} 
61. {20.431187, 76.780371, 4.76224} 
62. {21.52903, 74.013178, 9.634625} 
63. {21.648321, 79.06521, 0.0} 
64. {23.675822, 3.464102, 0.0} 
65. {25.981896, 4.014775, 2.308937} 
66. {26.122303, 3.252266, 0.0} 
67. {26.098651, 9.188511, 12.708569} 
68. {27.5161, 6.342134, 7.959651} 
69. {25.797952, 16.423642, 19.205356} 
70. {27.787142, 12.456222, 16.738399} 
71. {25.75651, 24.724182, 19.479862} 
72. {28.338404, 20.630439, 20.004506} 
73. {25.932009, 32.041163, 15.874182} 
74. {28.577192, 28.298094, 17.420659} 
75. {26.091829, 38.880305, 11.927694} 
76. {28.672818, 35.080821, 12.924996} 
77. {25.80855, 45.168537, 10.20986} 
78. {28.685259, 41.754451, 8.771376} 
79. {25.85963, 51.329718, 11.294543} 
80. {28.594102, 48.442263, 8.375497} 
81. {25.886458, 58.366594, 14.944782} 
82. {28.531571, 55.097998, 12.262102} 
83. {25.954128, 66.550258, 16.18327} 
84. {28.472994, 62.341348, 15.832255} 
85. {26.268524, 74.184349, 10.383253} 
86. {27.864724, 70.683203, 14.099933} 
87. {26.121829, 79.463323, 0.0} 
88. {27.515149, 77.112208, 5.522963} 
89. {33.900202, 3.291246, 0.0} 
90. {32.493612, 6.320167, 7.642809} 
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91. {34.011038, 3.989422, 2.091938} 
92. {32.600517, 12.621611, 15.915795} 
93. {34.103904, 9.299205, 12.016495} 
94. {32.904716, 21.091727, 17.862561} 
95. {35.072421, 16.925119, 16.552351} 
96. {32.676357, 28.559786, 14.030168} 
97. {35.139844, 24.404578, 14.274272} 
98. {32.156303, 35.312957, 8.669295} 
99. {34.543935, 31.022969, 9.042869} 
100. {31.706403, 41.979069, 3.817445} 
101. {33.585705, 37.775131, 3.184865} 
102. {31.582425, 48.200253, 3.439183} 
103. {32.907862, 43.141682, 0.0} 
104. {32.710866, 47.266166, 0.0} 
105. {32.06501, 54.822296, 8.146344} 
106. {33.377414, 52.327412, 2.724701} 
107. {32.686559, 61.85149, 12.991937} 
108. {34.6059, 59.017729, 8.608952} 
109. {32.540489, 70.374241, 13.016632} 
110. {34.953281, 66.037608, 12.4728} 
111. {32.439458, 77.080447, 5.213888} 
112. {33.905636, 73.971164, 9.57412} 
113. {33.815861, 79.355399, 0.0} 
114. {35.745182, 3.464102, 0.0} 
115. {38.403681, 9.255379, 9.571288} 
116. {38.198343, 3.807642, 0.0} 
117. {39.546108, 6.383612, 4.795803} 
118. {38.897499, 17.420029, 13.057953} 
119. {40.814685, 13.461759, 10.809699} 
120. {38.27088, 24.802764, 9.327532} 
121. {40.823949, 20.629521, 9.053813} 
122. {37.287475, 30.967897, 3.204495} 
123. {39.658505, 27.151065, 3.476756} 
124. {34.481677, 38.105118, 0.0} 
125. {38.132946, 31.407184, 0.0} 
126. {34.066219, 51.961524, 0.0} 
127. {37.553604, 58.999344, 3.261643} 
128. {38.331213, 58.31605, 0.0} 
129. {38.53984, 65.311787, 8.71095} 
130. {40.251788, 62.771576, 3.849913} 
131. {38.37698, 73.601513, 7.971129} 
132. {40.786254, 69.356576, 7.909788} 
133. {38.513427, 78.785055, 0.0} 
134. {39.58863, 76.636342, 3.906604} 
135. {44.740761, 5.645167, 0.0} 
136. {43.945977, 6.750858, 2.630678} 
137. {44.431412, 13.850326, 7.057673} 
138. {46.540101, 10.554986, 3.916757} 
139. {43.711065, 20.923999, 3.704497} 
140. {46.164836, 16.976961, 3.168378} 
141. {40.609283, 27.712813, 0.0} 
142. {44.666646, 21.939274, 0.0} 
143. {41.925194, 62.353829, 0.0} 
144. {44.239759, 68.60413, 4.173081} 
145. {45.644355, 66.433926, 0.0} 
146. {43.935386, 76.316347, 2.103544} 
147. {46.426542, 72.550557, 3.062986} 
148. {44.561051, 77.182005, 0.0} 
149. {49.496093, 10.392305, 0.0} 
150. {47.593025, 17.320508, 0.0} 
151. {49.107444, 72.746134, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.288939, 13.856406, 0.0} 
1. {8.073054, 13.938557, 0.618731} 
2. {9.118024, 8.864678, 0.0} 
3. {10.104992, 10.265969, 1.12892} 
4. {8.429582, 20.040552, 0.0} 
5. {9.99271, 17.545376, 1.832608} 
6. {9.902849, 24.080441, 0.0} 
7. {9.981963, 24.279953, 0.0} 
8. {10.173333, 24.212991, 0.24692} 
9. {8.915702, 67.695989, 0.0} 
10. {9.748266, 65.381914, 0.0} 
11. {10.164724, 65.780837, 0.556602} 
12. {8.421647, 70.012346, 0.0} 
13. {9.293087, 73.970543, 0.0} 
14. {10.113013, 72.798964, 0.830613} 
15. {15.066375, 5.311118, 0.0} 
16. {14.017758, 10.246635, 2.841183} 
17. {16.003463, 6.721667, 1.439254} 
18. {13.62368, 17.361588, 4.158149} 
19. {15.775327, 13.694468, 4.685401} 
20. {13.497628, 24.289484, 3.135347} 
21. {15.587509, 21.035998, 5.079696} 
22. {12.767005, 31.176915, 0.0} 
23. {13.860896, 31.111301, 1.250211} 
24. {15.629359, 27.972905, 3.721051} 
25. {14.731466, 36.838181, 0.0} 
26. {15.876152, 34.849586, 1.811335} 
27. {15.766646, 41.165038, 0.0} 
28. {15.871538, 41.791722, 0.0} 
29. {16.155632, 41.557039, 0.35701} 
30. {12.707247, 58.889727, 0.0} 
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31. {13.8663, 58.923789, 1.217014} 
32. {14.893244, 53.508668, 0.0} 
33. {15.903931, 55.205531, 1.657161} 
34. {13.717943, 65.753742, 2.98958} 
35. {15.74168, 62.052715, 3.545848} 
36. {14.02136, 72.828584, 2.479867} 
37. {15.848316, 69.306618, 3.99785} 
38. {15.170371, 77.647195, 0.0} 
39. {16.011922, 76.374272, 1.248851} 
40. {21.865978, 3.696235, 0.0} 
41. {20.193651, 6.623679, 2.339507} 
42. {19.851512, 13.49739, 5.952037} 
43. {21.803368, 9.851028, 4.76887} 
44. {19.50636, 20.802086, 6.856963} 
45. {21.701099, 17.140734, 7.246701} 
46. {19.386116, 27.834828, 5.893866} 
47. {21.667029, 24.459944, 7.24281} 
48. {19.436503, 34.660878, 4.299502} 
49. {21.703325, 31.408995, 5.930068} 
50. {19.530276, 41.512363, 3.064284} 
51. {21.770132, 38.196963, 4.520032} 
52. {16.065602, 48.497423, 0.0} 
53. {19.375804, 48.50258, 2.742951} 
54. {21.688975, 45.086116, 3.766305} 
55. {19.470305, 55.349184, 4.100997} 
56. {21.690605, 51.746954, 4.263505} 
57. {19.574292, 62.278368, 5.471241} 
58. {21.741883, 58.633703, 5.62324} 
59. {19.903279, 69.543795, 5.247755} 
60. {21.787864, 65.853019, 6.204371} 
61. {20.187572, 76.467699, 2.059055} 
62. {21.88352, 73.206923, 4.291982} 
63. {21.648321, 79.06521, 0.0} 
64. {23.675822, 3.464102, 0.0} 
65. {26.106775, 3.645574, 0.46336} 
66. {26.122303, 3.252266, 0.0} 
67. {26.036504, 9.89512, 5.312429} 
68. {27.832295, 6.585592, 3.191419} 
69. {25.938105, 17.117194, 7.79533} 
70. {27.907015, 13.417479, 6.931641} 
71. {25.922228, 24.447045, 7.801807} 
72. {28.113197, 20.795928, 8.00724} 
73. {25.969891, 31.420208, 6.419909} 
74. {28.300598, 27.909605, 6.996717} 
75. {26.024191, 38.219269, 4.887246} 
76. {28.390721, 34.717749, 5.189871} 
77. {25.929838, 45.013797, 4.125539} 
78. {28.342592, 41.570006, 3.677885} 
79. {25.938533, 51.786595, 4.680345} 
80. {28.301118, 48.45656, 3.52664} 
81. {25.989112, 58.657097, 6.075607} 
82. {28.323031, 55.275564, 4.947058} 
83. {26.017867, 65.934244, 6.633074} 
84. {28.187477, 62.271318, 6.428162} 
85. {26.116922, 73.304825, 4.596695} 
86. {27.935439, 69.685206, 5.990184} 
87. {26.121829, 79.463323, 0.0} 
88. {27.823052, 76.672609, 2.508343} 
89. {33.900202, 3.291246, 0.0} 
90. {32.109542, 6.589519, 3.090528} 
91. {33.901858, 3.649294, 0.416015} 
92. {32.154973, 13.544456, 6.616684} 
93. {33.933229, 9.99064, 5.004797} 
94. {32.318737, 21.016602, 7.232583} 
95. {34.280098, 17.260687, 6.790747} 
96. {32.392183, 28.125159, 5.664642} 
97. {34.520926, 24.43424, 5.809948} 
98. {32.2732, 34.90497, 3.308112} 
99. {34.430201, 31.198426, 3.368624} 
100. {31.964861, 41.720738, 1.33181} 
101. {33.933808, 38.006762, 0.713916} 
102. {31.879588, 48.336082, 1.120202} 
103. {32.907862, 43.141682, 0.0} 
104. {32.710866, 47.266166, 0.0} 
105. {32.200796, 55.078553, 3.087237} 
106. {33.793806, 52.031048, 0.395908} 
107. {32.304029, 62.006349, 5.325021} 
108. {34.353616, 58.769664, 3.341547} 
109. {32.149092, 69.515068, 5.5541} 
110. {34.225702, 65.791692, 5.27548} 
111. {32.095674, 76.658926, 2.379036} 
112. {33.850884, 73.182226, 4.19568} 
113. {33.815861, 79.355399, 0.0} 
114. {35.745182, 3.464102, 0.0} 
115. {38.107677, 10.059402, 4.185118} 
116. {38.198343, 3.807642, 0.0} 
117. {39.811566, 6.738433, 2.047728} 
118. {38.301694, 17.52857, 5.358297} 
119. {40.163521, 13.785684, 4.548999} 
120. {38.251928, 24.640763, 3.611658} 
121. {40.358672, 20.920325, 3.672053} 
122. {37.81103, 31.128719, 0.554947} 
123. {39.970394, 27.523111, 0.781261} 
124. {34.481677, 38.105118, 0.0} 
125. {38.132946, 31.407184, 0.0} 
126. {34.066219, 51.961524, 0.0} 
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127. {37.909795, 58.847263, 0.827823} 
128. {38.331213, 58.31605, 0.0} 
129. {38.170112, 65.4916, 3.686008} 
130. {40.133591, 62.423136, 1.387059} 
131. {38.022295, 72.945689, 3.532464} 
132. {40.101936, 69.244047, 3.472072} 
133. {38.513427, 78.785055, 0.0} 
134. {39.811598, 76.332885, 1.684029} 
135. {44.740761, 5.645167, 0.0} 
136. {43.949019, 6.834948, 1.046993} 
137. {44.085773, 13.945263, 2.882367} 
138. {46.113802, 10.427527, 1.643835} 
139. {43.940165, 20.971669, 1.213321} 
140. {46.077692, 17.305869, 1.156716} 
141. {40.609283, 27.712813, 0.0} 
142. {44.666646, 21.939274, 0.0} 
143. {41.925194, 62.353829, 0.0} 
144. {44.016884, 68.998291, 1.85568} 
145. {45.644355, 66.433926, 0.0} 
146. {43.937636, 76.254448, 0.799397} 
147. {46.036819, 72.64441, 1.273147} 
148. {44.561051, 77.182005, 0.0} 
149. {49.496093, 10.392305, 0.0} 
150. {47.593025, 17.320508, 0.0} 
151. {49.107444, 72.746134, 0.0} 
 
Determinate Loose Mesh with Span-to-Height 
Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.288939, 13.856406, 0.0} 
1. {8.02675, 13.884786, 0.275188} 
2. {9.118024, 8.864678, 0.0} 
3. {10.046716, 10.35947, 0.536664} 
4. {8.429582, 20.040552, 0.0} 
5. {10.009668, 17.387329, 0.913382} 
6. {9.902849, 24.080441, 0.0} 
7. {9.981963, 24.279953, 0.0} 
8. {10.06341, 24.240664, 0.05475} 
9. {8.915702, 67.695989, 0.0} 
10. {9.748266, 65.381914, 0.0} 
11. {10.068596, 65.800666, 0.228201} 
12. {8.421647, 70.012346, 0.0} 
13. {9.293087, 73.970543, 0.0} 
14. {10.059574, 72.760311, 0.376394} 
15. {15.066375, 5.311118, 0.0} 
16. {14.027073, 10.3479, 1.411996} 
17. {16.007919, 6.84666, 0.7491} 
18. {13.900051, 17.341862, 2.139419} 
19. {15.939596, 13.818613, 2.372099} 
20. {13.816665, 24.283819, 1.673522} 
21. {15.864969, 20.881479, 2.614727} 
22. {12.767005, 31.176915, 0.0} 
23. {13.925238, 31.162455, 0.640309} 
24. {15.852015, 27.808239, 1.953917} 
25. {14.731466, 36.838181, 0.0} 
26. {15.92944, 34.70271, 0.943289} 
27. {15.766646, 41.165038, 0.0} 
28. {15.871538, 41.791722, 0.0} 
29. {16.07062, 41.571452, 0.126112} 
30. {12.707247, 58.889727, 0.0} 
31. {13.934424, 58.879853, 0.62314} 
32. {14.893244, 53.508668, 0.0} 
33. {15.952877, 55.349215, 0.867914} 
34. {13.931394, 65.771962, 1.526806} 
35. {15.920217, 62.231543, 1.826935} 
36. {14.042471, 72.757824, 1.209401} 
37. {15.977374, 69.262435, 1.98942} 
38. {15.170371, 77.647195, 0.0} 
39. {16.015574, 76.271306, 0.635848} 
40. {21.865978, 3.696235, 0.0} 
41. {20.05871, 6.827487, 1.221166} 
42. {19.962902, 13.755409, 3.023187} 
43. {21.935607, 10.226428, 2.482403} 
44. {19.847456, 20.799046, 3.495072} 
45. {21.906373, 17.282913, 3.660588} 
46. {19.783364, 27.748401, 3.054569} 
47. {21.89661, 24.317556, 3.681876} 
48. {19.796184, 34.616317, 2.251979} 
49. {21.91257, 31.223506, 3.047279} 
50. {19.866994, 41.513367, 1.615942} 
51. {21.942418, 38.077933, 2.313009} 
52. {16.065602, 48.497423, 0.0} 
53. {19.78764, 48.467124, 1.508978} 
54. {21.911946, 45.018661, 1.937869} 
55. {19.824405, 55.372975, 2.148956} 
56. {21.904935, 51.874553, 2.213386} 
57. {19.879625, 62.299806, 2.788164} 
58. {21.931352, 58.784393, 2.866045} 
59. {19.995797, 69.337089, 2.636028} 
60. {21.945708, 65.794794, 3.113348} 
61. {20.064547, 76.283426, 1.063714} 
62. {21.975105, 72.87165, 2.21093} 
63. {21.648321, 79.06521, 0.0} 
64. {23.675822, 3.464102, 0.0} 
65. {26.05038, 3.52557, 0.15503} 
66. {26.122303, 3.252266, 0.0} 
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67. {26.004656, 10.244591, 2.723204} 
68. {27.945311, 6.819844, 1.648999} 
69. {25.97485, 17.277284, 3.915934} 
70. {27.958365, 13.739105, 3.504416} 
71. {25.967237, 24.317357, 3.939738} 
72. {28.024628, 20.800157, 4.025083} 
73. {25.985904, 31.235798, 3.27301} 
74. {28.105624, 27.768317, 3.564194} 
75. {26.015108, 38.088632, 2.485019} 
76. {28.158958, 34.630472, 2.663808} 
77. {25.982591, 44.983044, 2.09187} 
78. {28.123271, 41.525314, 1.904032} 
79. {25.975247, 51.887178, 2.39193} 
80. {28.091545, 48.454495, 1.834155} 
81. {25.999886, 58.781244, 3.073151} 
82. {28.118703, 55.344964, 2.534767} 
83. {26.01154, 65.815514, 3.325486} 
84. {28.053536, 62.29256, 3.237396} 
85. {26.042151, 72.911542, 2.383134} 
86. {27.963273, 69.377938, 3.033379} 
87. {26.121829, 79.463323, 0.0} 
88. {27.941782, 76.369218, 1.355432} 
89. {33.900202, 3.291246, 0.0} 
90. {32.021848, 6.817217, 1.590948} 
91. {33.952021, 3.52785, 0.131752} 
92. {32.03001, 13.786512, 3.335196} 
93. {33.955729, 10.283376, 2.53152} 
94. {32.085207, 20.878704, 3.664123} 
95. {34.060082, 17.32206, 3.421574} 
96. {32.136492, 27.864187, 2.939169} 
97. {34.161858, 24.327703, 3.004714} 
98. {32.129057, 34.725512, 1.722748} 
99. {34.176854, 31.197841, 1.758303} 
100. {32.005644, 41.60607, 0.654857} 
101. {33.997293, 38.069222, 0.300066} 
102. {31.955351, 48.446479, 0.532296} 
103. {32.907862, 43.141682, 0.0} 
104. {32.710866, 47.266166, 0.0} 
105. {32.087391, 55.277876, 1.602984} 
106. {33.940109, 51.971768, 0.085948} 
107. {32.092863, 62.19458, 2.723782} 
108. {34.128084, 58.803246, 1.733236} 
109. {32.026602, 69.319675, 2.809589} 
110. {34.029659, 65.775085, 2.67072} 
111. {32.015175, 76.37251, 1.281055} 
112. {33.909323, 72.86919, 2.145126} 
113. {33.815861, 79.355399, 0.0} 
114. {35.745182, 3.464102, 0.0} 
115. {38.009119, 10.315252, 2.118642} 
116. {38.198343, 3.807642, 0.0} 
117. {39.932099, 6.88889, 1.02729} 
118. {38.073035, 17.412918, 2.710563} 
119. {40.017036, 13.8591, 2.26828} 
120. {38.08834, 24.397926, 1.893436} 
121. {40.106829, 20.855675, 1.902898} 
122. {37.950518, 31.166942, 0.186732} 
123. {39.999668, 27.652758, 0.329426} 
124. {34.481677, 38.105118, 0.0} 
125. {38.132946, 31.407184, 0.0} 
126. {34.066219, 51.961524, 0.0} 
127. {37.977569, 58.853426, 0.379215} 
128. {38.331213, 58.31605, 0.0} 
129. {38.021909, 65.68154, 1.876809} 
130. {40.043398, 62.348684, 0.688249} 
131. {37.95966, 72.780548, 1.76819} 
132. {39.977067, 69.246069, 1.726815} 
133. {38.513427, 78.785055, 0.0} 
134. {39.924322, 76.219283, 0.82964} 
135. {44.740761, 5.645167, 0.0} 
136. {43.973217, 6.9018, 0.508884} 
137. {43.999258, 13.898254, 1.405518} 
138. {46.015479, 10.412843, 0.793523} 
139. {43.977226, 20.859641, 0.605895} 
140. {46.020108, 17.335469, 0.565851} 
141. {40.609283, 27.712813, 0.0} 
142. {44.666646, 21.939274, 0.0} 
143. {41.925194, 62.353829, 0.0} 
144. {43.963916, 69.193798, 0.915663} 
145. {45.644355, 66.433926, 0.0} 
146. {43.965299, 76.220251, 0.371944} 
147. {45.990181, 72.703253, 0.591412} 
148. {44.561051, 77.182005, 0.0} 
149. {49.496093, 10.392305, 0.0} 
150. {47.593025, 17.320508, 0.0} 
151. {49.107444, 72.746134, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Two Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.504337, 12.0, 0.0} 
1. {8.0, 10.549258, 0.0} 
2. {8.373009, 11.713072, 1.906803} 
3. {7.439662, 16.0, 0.0} 
4. {8.494899, 16.061146, 2.551634} 
5. {8.0, 18.602268, 0.0} 
6. {10.016672, 8.0, 0.0} 
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7. {12.0, 6.662707, 0.0} 
8. {11.755493, 7.80391, 2.429765} 
9. {11.458377, 10.952769, 6.238616} 
10. {11.372791, 15.248502, 7.875823} 
11. {8.416576, 20.0, 0.0} 
12. {11.280452, 19.59617, 6.495616} 
13. {9.87106, 24.0, 0.0} 
14. {11.903506, 23.932117, 5.143833} 
15. {11.49472, 28.0, 0.0} 
16. {12.472324, 28.0004, 2.743119} 
17. {12.0, 29.242968, 0.0} 
18. {10.337896, 64.0, 0.0} 
19. {12.0, 60.412, 0.0} 
20. {12.004549, 63.791262, 3.592915} 
21. {8.827115, 68.0, 0.0} 
22. {11.354131, 68.169024, 4.935843} 
23. {8.472636, 72.0, 0.0} 
24. {11.235707, 72.543462, 4.25582} 
25. {11.537394, 76.0, 0.0} 
26. {11.953757, 75.872682, 1.147687} 
27. {12.0, 76.275981, 0.0} 
28. {16.0, 5.000147, 0.0} 
29. {15.607798, 7.094471, 4.889764} 
30. {15.186824, 10.208822, 9.476994} 
31. {14.83485, 14.350273, 12.196175} 
32. {14.642621, 19.04746, 12.168492} 
33. {14.978828, 23.591644, 11.085207} 
34. {15.33925, 27.787532, 8.895852} 
35. {13.082708, 32.0, 0.0} 
36. {15.517081, 31.636859, 5.953925} 
37. {14.476936, 36.0, 0.0} 
38. {16.108012, 35.843852, 4.191896} 
39. {15.539013, 40.0, 0.0} 
40. {16.476522, 40.09386, 2.555266} 
41. {16.0, 42.696903, 0.0} 
42. {15.357395, 52.0, 0.0} 
43. {16.0, 49.0, 0.0} 
44. {16.365438, 51.925834, 2.77809} 
45. {13.964995, 56.0, 0.0} 
46. {15.817134, 56.158656, 4.624583} 
47. {12.193009, 60.0, 0.0} 
48. {15.129305, 60.3807, 6.423604} 
49. {14.99465, 64.379903, 8.978774} 
50. {14.691938, 68.968126, 9.516721} 
51. {14.908245, 73.281745, 7.598659} 
52. {15.583011, 76.440075, 3.542842} 
53. {16.0, 77.907298, 0.0} 
54. {20.0, 4.010377, 0.0} 
55. {19.720025, 6.623758, 6.688466} 
56. {19.278233, 9.734726, 11.971133} 
57. {18.841453, 13.711044, 15.525886} 
58. {18.531154, 18.489433, 16.569903} 
59. {18.645078, 23.193361, 15.84702} 
60. {18.835424, 27.494219, 13.886862} 
61. {18.971669, 31.439579, 11.30524} 
62. {19.344376, 35.597303, 9.343298} 
63. {19.452356, 39.82085, 7.620751} 
64. {16.134051, 44.0, 0.0} 
65. {19.095631, 43.853551, 5.558866} 
66. {16.118154, 48.0, 0.0} 
67. {19.070731, 48.276752, 5.631907} 
68. {19.329189, 52.262379, 7.889064} 
69. {19.063212, 56.459057, 9.769199} 
70. {18.701484, 60.739552, 11.526777} 
71. {18.657805, 65.107688, 13.24028} 
72. {18.667642, 69.831374, 12.792069} 
73. {19.040317, 73.882402, 9.785982} 
74. {19.588204, 76.894467, 4.982276} 
75. {20.0, 78.816611, 0.0} 
76. {20.054678, 4.0, 0.0} 
77. {24.0, 3.429502, 0.0} 
78. {23.590505, 4.421996, 3.306236} 
79. {23.472313, 6.794154, 9.362871} 
80. {23.357575, 9.747279, 14.416649} 
81. {23.207897, 13.583403, 18.036539} 
82. {23.086387, 18.285318, 19.450141} 
83. {23.201199, 23.020467, 18.856488} 
84. {23.350454, 27.357804, 16.969471} 
85. {23.505754, 31.34623, 14.478429} 
86. {23.850817, 35.387875, 12.246448} 
87. {23.782585, 39.611329, 10.516444} 
88. {23.281079, 43.860454, 9.023133} 
89. {23.254007, 48.356277, 9.133635} 
90. {23.633763, 52.543839, 10.891634} 
91. {23.466454, 56.708434, 12.849547} 
92. {23.244871, 61.017502, 14.612419} 
93. {23.205236, 65.605275, 15.774786} 
94. {23.211207, 70.342693, 14.626475} 
95. {23.420391, 74.218891, 11.020114} 
96. {23.734132, 77.171695, 5.800849} 
97. {24.0, 79.320846, 0.0} 
98. {28.0, 3.163755, 0.0} 
99. {27.883673, 4.367515, 4.147893} 
100. {27.869577, 6.801253, 10.315855} 
101. {27.923589, 9.813245, 15.356097} 
102. {28.035678, 13.742976, 18.855773} 
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103. {28.194936, 18.520877, 19.999311} 
104. {28.412915, 23.233991, 18.947798} 
105. {28.554083, 27.516606, 16.662988} 
106. {28.701372, 31.438412, 13.762019} 
107. {28.907614, 35.279339, 10.850899} 
108. {28.642611, 39.496652, 8.930769} 
109. {28.216624, 43.875925, 7.826511} 
110. {28.216338, 48.3847, 7.976331} 
111. {28.582806, 52.689978, 9.514647} 
112. {28.554176, 56.708156, 12.030144} 
113. {28.450929, 60.916393, 14.315082} 
114. {28.266437, 65.497776, 15.78197} 
115. {28.00994, 70.319985, 14.878774} 
116. {27.899277, 74.270589, 11.300799} 
117. {27.9382, 77.265719, 6.041033} 
118. {28.0, 79.525559, 0.0} 
119. {32.0, 3.181963, 0.0} 
120. {32.160889, 4.375354, 3.989181} 
121. {32.323572, 6.86051, 9.986914} 
122. {32.527805, 10.002804, 14.777037} 
123. {32.801406, 14.189285, 17.760496} 
124. {33.001114, 19.071132, 18.021528} 
125. {33.060632, 23.642319, 16.156189} 
126. {32.930379, 27.822061, 13.296389} 
127. {32.808537, 31.684267, 9.816955} 
128. {32.725818, 35.421416, 6.222085} 
129. {32.080843, 39.625035, 4.246356} 
130. {31.555784, 43.909797, 3.20123} 
131. {31.581485, 48.274312, 3.327741} 
132. {32.18037, 52.549402, 4.871599} 
133. {32.535853, 56.479698, 8.060917} 
134. {32.870399, 60.540336, 10.998647} 
135. {32.86628, 64.884456, 13.380305} 
136. {32.629111, 69.764476, 13.626521} 
137. {32.304819, 74.036049, 10.713315} 
138. {32.125122, 77.17862, 5.760108} 
139. {32.0, 79.467771, 0.0} 
140. {36.0, 3.493477, 0.0} 
141. {36.383354, 4.438048, 2.912919} 
142. {36.574352, 6.960907, 8.536741} 
143. {36.827856, 10.287497, 12.904288} 
144. {37.081199, 14.780667, 15.093604} 
145. {37.106382, 19.612594, 14.308297} 
146. {36.935451, 23.936697, 11.658862} 
147. {36.451914, 28.034077, 8.323011} 
148. {35.999931, 31.972343, 4.205554} 
149. {35.473197, 36.0, 0.0} 
150. {36.0, 34.999694, 0.0} 
151. {33.744408, 40.0, 0.0} 
152. {32.775045, 44.0, 0.0} 
153. {32.803412, 48.0, 0.0} 
154. {34.084525, 52.0, 0.0} 
155. {35.660174, 56.314688, 2.527664} 
156. {36.0, 55.265001, 0.0} 
157. {36.534153, 60.217925, 6.019142} 
158. {36.783302, 64.196306, 9.432481} 
159. {36.823539, 68.848614, 11.13358} 
160. {36.546299, 73.532352, 9.462562} 
161. {36.256876, 76.921381, 5.064548} 
162. {36.0, 79.143972, 0.0} 
163. {39.248876, 4.0, 0.0} 
164. {40.224018, 6.897577, 5.76596} 
165. {40.0, 4.15651, 0.0} 
166. {40.642426, 10.55373, 9.948159} 
167. {40.835075, 15.34561, 11.304598} 
168. {40.681722, 19.973506, 9.497633} 
169. {40.383509, 23.945079, 6.062209} 
170. {39.577767, 27.777425, 2.528909} 
171. {37.75849, 32.0, 0.0} 
172. {40.0, 28.594918, 0.0} 
173. {36.519906, 56.0, 0.0} 
174. {39.780995, 60.0, 0.0} 
175. {40.288998, 63.757957, 4.570385} 
176. {40.0, 60.246079, 0.0} 
177. {40.600148, 67.968594, 7.65366} 
178. {40.613222, 72.822164, 7.658973} 
179. {40.335264, 76.524754, 4.002636} 
180. {40.0, 78.504442, 0.0} 
181. {44.0, 5.337674, 0.0} 
182. {44.224123, 7.384117, 3.788849} 
183. {44.496827, 11.237359, 6.924085} 
184. {44.287949, 15.973786, 6.835549} 
185. {43.931954, 20.165389, 3.927789} 
186. {43.22715, 24.0, 0.0} 
187. {44.0, 22.900516, 0.0} 
188. {40.409988, 28.0, 0.0} 
189. {43.454023, 64.0, 0.0} 
190. {44.204009, 67.706606, 3.603289} 
191. {44.0, 64.592494, 0.0} 
192. {44.480474, 72.182158, 5.203326} 
193. {44.331139, 76.085249, 2.383892} 
194. {44.0, 77.39631, 0.0} 
195. {48.0, 7.717094, 0.0} 
196. {47.830148, 8.006145, 1.008017} 
197. {47.953462, 11.845955, 3.017858} 
198. {47.495986, 16.015944, 1.77266} 
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199. {45.966807, 20.0, 0.0} 
200. {48.0, 16.560856, 0.0} 
201. {46.924494, 68.0, 0.0} 
202. {47.932643, 71.988014, 1.832586} 
203. {48.0, 69.545236, 0.0} 
204. {46.891659, 76.0, 0.0} 
205. {48.0, 75.11263, 0.0} 
206. {48.274075, 8.0, 0.0} 
207. {49.550603, 12.0, 0.0} 
208. {48.280343, 16.0, 0.0} 
209. {49.042245, 72.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Five Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.504337, 12.0, 0.0} 
1. {8.0, 10.549258, 0.0} 
2. {8.059759, 11.945109, 0.590785} 
3. {7.439662, 16.0, 0.0} 
4. {8.106834, 16.005607, 0.718884} 
5. {8.0, 18.602268, 0.0} 
6. {10.016672, 8.0, 0.0} 
7. {12.0, 6.662707, 0.0} 
8. {11.861191, 7.799357, 1.065741} 
9. {11.638153, 11.563834, 2.870941} 
10. {11.576746, 15.700523, 3.350161} 
11. {8.416576, 20.0, 0.0} 
12. {11.531375, 19.825955, 2.714786} 
13. {9.87106, 24.0, 0.0} 
14. {11.806378, 23.921261, 1.863947} 
15. {11.49472, 28.0, 0.0} 
16. {12.157656, 27.960532, 0.726494} 
17. {12.0, 29.242968, 0.0} 
18. {10.337896, 64.0, 0.0} 
19. {12.0, 60.412, 0.0} 
20. {11.884601, 63.958857, 1.399197} 
21. {8.827115, 68.0, 0.0} 
22. {11.61992, 68.051556, 2.191292} 
23. {8.472636, 72.0, 0.0} 
24. {11.629747, 72.196537, 2.05375} 
25. {11.537394, 76.0, 0.0} 
26. {11.969961, 75.967527, 0.348351} 
27. {12.0, 76.275981, 0.0} 
28. {16.0, 5.000147, 0.0} 
29. {15.780533, 7.402711, 2.309422} 
30. {15.54945, 11.117523, 4.414522} 
31. {15.396374, 15.250991, 5.336318} 
32. {15.279797, 19.467955, 5.141349} 
33. {15.425832, 23.635004, 4.511544} 
34. {15.616639, 27.73492, 3.553356} 
35. {13.082708, 32.0, 0.0} 
36. {15.670546, 31.762316, 2.309713} 
37. {14.476936, 36.0, 0.0} 
38. {15.935339, 35.843988, 1.397374} 
39. {15.539013, 40.0, 0.0} 
40. {16.144405, 39.935122, 0.647452} 
41. {16.0, 42.696903, 0.0} 
42. {15.357395, 52.0, 0.0} 
43. {16.0, 49.0, 0.0} 
44. {16.094018, 52.078092, 0.78917} 
45. {13.964995, 56.0, 0.0} 
46. {15.807399, 56.158133, 1.721758} 
47. {12.193009, 60.0, 0.0} 
48. {15.539793, 60.230991, 2.741815} 
49. {15.491267, 64.285656, 3.876581} 
50. {15.396252, 68.47186, 4.261178} 
51. {15.523799, 72.628017, 3.588182} 
52. {15.839355, 76.35211, 1.574018} 
53. {16.0, 77.907298, 0.0} 
54. {20.0, 4.010377, 0.0} 
55. {19.8099, 7.130723, 3.122145} 
56. {19.617704, 10.795858, 5.458116} 
57. {19.458124, 14.898359, 6.717714} 
58. {19.332238, 19.155239, 6.886051} 
59. {19.412233, 23.373127, 6.449822} 
60. {19.515078, 27.517704, 5.630834} 
61. {19.540621, 31.588651, 4.540399} 
62. {19.727169, 35.692955, 3.677172} 
63. {19.803183, 39.827378, 3.027837} 
64. {16.134051, 44.0, 0.0} 
65. {19.656503, 43.96125, 2.436889} 
66. {16.118154, 48.0, 0.0} 
67. {19.648873, 48.133056, 2.464904} 
68. {19.762595, 52.255335, 3.174598} 
69. {19.59961, 56.369056, 3.977481} 
70. {19.457769, 60.485247, 4.833993} 
71. {19.458762, 64.629502, 5.631817} 
72. {19.438738, 68.86029, 5.64712} 
73. {19.580331, 72.97087, 4.563097} 
74. {19.835964, 76.615214, 2.297703} 
75. {20.0, 78.816611, 0.0} 
76. {20.054678, 4.0, 0.0} 
77. {24.0, 3.429502, 0.0} 
78. {23.956268, 4.025421, 0.841165} 
79. {23.843156, 7.113116, 3.944503} 
80. {23.742783, 10.749785, 6.269251} 
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81. {23.658843, 14.818664, 7.586536} 
82. {23.603367, 19.064362, 7.876575} 
83. {23.691952, 23.288786, 7.493883} 
84. {23.769333, 27.445769, 6.706663} 
85. {23.808856, 31.536794, 5.661117} 
86. {23.978271, 35.644029, 4.741767} 
87. {23.99452, 39.799649, 4.101714} 
88. {23.840779, 43.972256, 3.62891} 
89. {23.837447, 48.173717, 3.667159} 
90. {23.964142, 52.335753, 4.26502} 
91. {23.826943, 56.468183, 5.079813} 
92. {23.726263, 60.612486, 5.895163} 
93. {23.691833, 64.804725, 6.522906} 
94. {23.644093, 69.054931, 6.353304} 
95. {23.717866, 73.13991, 5.07464} 
96. {23.881957, 76.754712, 2.696003} 
97. {24.0, 79.320846, 0.0} 
98. {28.0, 3.163755, 0.0} 
99. {27.984084, 3.951163, 1.074778} 
100. {27.948771, 7.095329, 4.167056} 
101. {27.936377, 10.771616, 6.4769} 
102. {27.937228, 14.86933, 7.766203} 
103. {27.96793, 19.13268, 8.011937} 
104. {28.086591, 23.359289, 7.520627} 
105. {28.147121, 27.507678, 6.618378} 
106. {28.197248, 31.58051, 5.450428} 
107. {28.33801, 35.649135, 4.313414} 
108. {28.285772, 39.792614, 3.542774} 
109. {28.136649, 43.97175, 3.063166} 
110. {28.141797, 48.180001, 3.108703} 
111. {28.279266, 52.344918, 3.746734} 
112. {28.174183, 56.441356, 4.790497} 
113. {28.109399, 60.564106, 5.775913} 
114. {28.014468, 64.753411, 6.500506} 
115. {27.900607, 69.016841, 6.407505} 
116. {27.880195, 73.125579, 5.167346} 
117. {27.94745, 76.774295, 2.81726} 
118. {28.0, 79.525559, 0.0} 
119. {32.0, 3.181963, 0.0} 
120. {32.016429, 3.97393, 1.039626} 
121. {32.05518, 7.191564, 4.047194} 
122. {32.122885, 10.946698, 6.219719} 
123. {32.18898, 15.102681, 7.311902} 
124. {32.272113, 19.381543, 7.316823} 
125. {32.382217, 23.586331, 6.551451} 
126. {32.366516, 27.70155, 5.401831} 
127. {32.35205, 31.726253, 3.971607} 
128. {32.378234, 35.727923, 2.507133} 
129. {32.157852, 39.827522, 1.512827} 
130. {31.930605, 43.96219, 0.891505} 
131. {31.944676, 48.132101, 0.93383} 
132. {32.205227, 52.261147, 1.763238} 
133. {32.253266, 56.285725, 3.201911} 
134. {32.331294, 60.342912, 4.544133} 
135. {32.246503, 64.481673, 5.61555} 
136. {32.109666, 68.750352, 5.851578} 
137. {32.02204, 72.929054, 4.86845} 
138. {32.011159, 76.674648, 2.683047} 
139. {32.0, 79.467771, 0.0} 
140. {36.0, 3.493477, 0.0} 
141. {36.039415, 4.08098, 0.743998} 
142. {36.135563, 7.375601, 3.606717} 
143. {36.257306, 11.232659, 5.529201} 
144. {36.336794, 15.452408, 6.278236} 
145. {36.403345, 19.723178, 5.896327} 
146. {36.436655, 23.876131, 4.749447} 
147. {36.252172, 27.95293, 3.282666} 
148. {36.07358, 31.956485, 1.519323} 
149. {35.473197, 36.0, 0.0} 
150. {36.0, 34.999694, 0.0} 
151. {33.744408, 40.0, 0.0} 
152. {32.775045, 44.0, 0.0} 
153. {32.803412, 48.0, 0.0} 
154. {34.084525, 52.0, 0.0} 
155. {35.879596, 56.126026, 0.661908} 
156. {36.0, 55.265001, 0.0} 
157. {36.255152, 60.074285, 2.460973} 
158. {36.282734, 64.106349, 4.027503} 
159. {36.207296, 68.339437, 4.768843} 
160. {36.111894, 72.597378, 4.221917} 
161. {36.057926, 76.480725, 2.318692} 
162. {36.0, 79.143972, 0.0} 
163. {39.248876, 4.0, 0.0} 
164. {40.130673, 7.460167, 2.646272} 
165. {40.0, 4.15651, 0.0} 
166. {40.291878, 11.437736, 4.342427} 
167. {40.338545, 15.715181, 4.723313} 
168. {40.334077, 19.935171, 3.917145} 
169. {40.253884, 23.966958, 2.369315} 
170. {39.840965, 27.905964, 0.610319} 
171. {37.75849, 32.0, 0.0} 
172. {40.0, 28.594918, 0.0} 
173. {36.519906, 56.0, 0.0} 
174. {39.780995, 60.0, 0.0} 
175. {40.147834, 63.870029, 1.981157} 
176. {40.0, 60.246079, 0.0} 
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177. {40.197834, 67.975627, 3.302355} 
178. {40.151068, 72.25649, 3.317216} 
179. {40.084902, 76.262605, 1.766782} 
180. {40.0, 78.504442, 0.0} 
181. {44.0, 5.337674, 0.0} 
182. {44.129388, 7.717789, 1.733792} 
183. {44.27472, 11.768627, 2.976897} 
184. {44.190965, 15.997632, 2.793274} 
185. {44.056732, 20.060805, 1.503265} 
186. {43.22715, 24.0, 0.0} 
187. {44.0, 22.900516, 0.0} 
188. {40.409988, 28.0, 0.0} 
189. {43.454023, 64.0, 0.0} 
190. {44.120121, 67.887884, 1.592249} 
191. {44.0, 64.592494, 0.0} 
192. {44.159512, 72.053114, 2.238278} 
193. {44.088462, 76.088455, 1.016477} 
194. {44.0, 77.39631, 0.0} 
195. {48.0, 7.717094, 0.0} 
196. {47.973773, 7.99684, 0.281981} 
197. {48.102516, 11.992002, 1.148184} 
198. {47.830923, 16.019965, 0.42425} 
199. {45.966807, 20.0, 0.0} 
200. {48.0, 16.560856, 0.0} 
201. {46.924494, 68.0, 0.0} 
202. {48.051682, 71.991042, 0.750616} 
203. {48.0, 69.545236, 0.0} 
204. {46.891659, 76.0, 0.0} 
205. {48.0, 75.11263, 0.0} 
206. {48.274075, 8.0, 0.0} 
207. {49.550603, 12.0, 0.0} 
208. {48.280343, 16.0, 0.0} 
209. {49.042245, 72.0, 0.0} 
 
Indeterminate Loose Mesh with Span-to-
Height Ratio of Ten Particle Coordinates 
 
0. {7.504337, 12.0, 0.0} 
1. {8.0, 10.549258, 0.0} 
2. {8.003871, 11.988347, 0.272431} 
3. {7.439662, 16.0, 0.0} 
4. {8.016466, 16.002344, 0.315731} 
5. {8.0, 18.602268, 0.0} 
6. {10.016672, 8.0, 0.0} 
7. {12.0, 6.662707, 0.0} 
8. {11.948692, 7.923358, 0.592461} 
9. {11.868179, 11.863478, 1.536941} 
10. {11.841537, 15.908758, 1.764703} 
11. {8.416576, 20.0, 0.0} 
12. {11.824647, 19.950793, 1.462168} 
13. {9.87106, 24.0, 0.0} 
14. {11.917426, 23.974655, 0.959088} 
15. {11.49472, 28.0, 0.0} 
16. {12.044624, 27.976816, 0.294984} 
17. {12.0, 29.242968, 0.0} 
18. {10.337896, 64.0, 0.0} 
19. {12.0, 60.412, 0.0} 
20. {11.945117, 63.982079, 0.729015} 
21. {8.827115, 68.0, 0.0} 
22. {11.863478, 68.006845, 1.184798} 
23. {8.472636, 72.0, 0.0} 
24. {11.881421, 72.054027, 1.103791} 
25. {11.537394, 76.0, 0.0} 
26. {11.995834, 75.98804, 0.1563} 
27. {12.0, 76.275981, 0.0} 
28. {16.0, 5.000147, 0.0} 
29. {15.914881, 7.771622, 1.328776} 
30. {15.83646, 11.695809, 2.403791} 
31. {15.788464, 15.741028, 2.817542} 
32. {15.750123, 19.804545, 2.702375} 
33. {15.804924, 23.852046, 2.334449} 
34. {15.869008, 27.882471, 1.816738} 
35. {13.082708, 32.0, 0.0} 
36. {15.881295, 31.899542, 1.201893} 
37. {14.476936, 36.0, 0.0} 
38. {15.968718, 35.927334, 0.687955} 
39. {15.539013, 40.0, 0.0} 
40. {16.039804, 39.961499, 0.260144} 
41. {16.0, 42.696903, 0.0} 
42. {15.357395, 52.0, 0.0} 
43. {16.0, 49.0, 0.0} 
44. {16.024806, 52.037893, 0.343779} 
45. {13.964995, 56.0, 0.0} 
46. {15.924769, 56.062263, 0.883665} 
47. {12.193009, 60.0, 0.0} 
48. {15.84496, 60.084315, 1.454211} 
49. {15.82999, 64.106314, 2.030567} 
50. {15.798577, 68.162545, 2.259778} 
51. {15.843469, 72.213585, 1.94451} 
52. {15.948176, 76.137998, 0.885241} 
53. {16.0, 77.907298, 0.0} 
54. {20.0, 4.010377, 0.0} 
55. {19.921055, 7.665884, 1.804407} 
56. {19.857803, 11.574488, 2.977498} 
57. {19.811973, 15.614866, 3.520962} 
58. {19.776452, 19.688882, 3.542593} 
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59. {19.816573, 23.751673, 3.273427} 
60. {19.850856, 27.798718, 2.84454} 
61. {19.852834, 31.831245, 2.306585} 
62. {19.915482, 35.871614, 1.851489} 
63. {19.941264, 39.922637, 1.51729} 
64. {16.134051, 44.0, 0.0} 
65. {19.895966, 43.979035, 1.275314} 
66. {16.118154, 48.0, 0.0} 
67. {19.894476, 48.042043, 1.289298} 
68. {19.93277, 52.094368, 1.595102} 
69. {19.8722, 56.136355, 2.023781} 
70. {19.832722, 60.176855, 2.480048} 
71. {19.832115, 64.223424, 2.895912} 
72. {19.815108, 68.291974, 2.960945} 
73. {19.857112, 72.334854, 2.48498} 
74. {19.944682, 76.238408, 1.320353} 
75. {20.0, 78.816611, 0.0} 
76. {20.054678, 4.0, 0.0} 
77. {24.0, 3.429502, 0.0} 
78. {23.989946, 3.973525, 0.379174} 
79. {23.939852, 7.645902, 2.166634} 
80. {23.904586, 11.552582, 3.340184} 
81. {23.878036, 15.587823, 3.91638} 
82. {23.863757, 19.661827, 3.987415} 
83. {23.907922, 23.728154, 3.749208} 
84. {23.931464, 27.780292, 3.342915} 
85. {23.938642, 31.818702, 2.822828} 
86. {23.995272, 35.863274, 2.363923} 
87. {24.003572, 39.920996, 2.044098} 
88. {23.959397, 43.985172, 1.828494} 
89. {23.959612, 48.055279, 1.846896} 
90. {23.999513, 52.116097, 2.125736} 
91. {23.94516, 56.165888, 2.539999} 
92. {23.918902, 60.215821, 2.964973} 
93. {23.905289, 64.274454, 3.313604} 
94. {23.877469, 68.34923, 3.305734} 
95. {23.898025, 72.38905, 2.757407} 
96. {23.95918, 76.28645, 1.549959} 
97. {24.0, 79.320846, 0.0} 
98. {28.0, 3.163755, 0.0} 
99. {27.995198, 3.940695, 0.519903} 
100. {27.973256, 7.639352, 2.266881} 
101. {27.966514, 11.559351, 3.415455} 
102. {27.962282, 15.601805, 3.976055} 
103. {27.973303, 19.680331, 4.031117} 
104. {28.026439, 23.747902, 3.755431} 
105. {28.041666, 27.798234, 3.301411} 
106. {28.053952, 31.831479, 2.722456} 
107. {28.103055, 35.868209, 2.179164} 
108. {28.092479, 39.922286, 1.792979} 
109. {28.048938, 43.986422, 1.543334} 
110. {28.051746, 48.058326, 1.565274} 
111. {28.095099, 52.117405, 1.892355} 
112. {28.047222, 56.158492, 2.40225} 
113. {28.032445, 60.201976, 2.90355} 
114. {27.999842, 64.258742, 3.297115} 
115. {27.953611, 68.335711, 3.318709} 
116. {27.947395, 72.38067, 2.790238} 
117. {27.980222, 76.289012, 1.609232} 
118. {28.0, 79.525559, 0.0} 
119. {32.0, 3.181963, 0.0} 
120. {32.002928, 3.955091, 0.495101} 
121. {32.006113, 7.688658, 2.170485} 
122. {32.024889, 11.631818, 3.244264} 
123. {32.0383, 15.686722, 3.725804} 
124. {32.067722, 19.767997, 3.691462} 
125. {32.121016, 23.829551, 3.305494} 
126. {32.113064, 27.867841, 2.732148} 
127. {32.110354, 31.882241, 2.016973} 
128. {32.125222, 35.895906, 1.308013} 
129. {32.064119, 39.93288, 0.774551} 
130. {31.992352, 43.984651, 0.412413} 
131. {31.9976, 48.050916, 0.433668} 
132. {32.081416, 52.095608, 0.904989} 
133. {32.0785, 56.109483, 1.625915} 
134. {32.105773, 60.128311, 2.320302} 
135. {32.071952, 64.170317, 2.86977} 
136. {32.01724, 68.247271, 3.018643} 
137. {31.990741, 72.306588, 2.593918} 
138. {32.0003, 76.24377, 1.505659} 
139. {32.0, 79.467771, 0.0} 
140. {36.0, 3.493477, 0.0} 
141. {36.006543, 4.011387, 0.31435} 
142. {36.029273, 7.787563, 1.891066} 
143. {36.066279, 11.762231, 2.84636} 
144. {36.085022, 15.834638, 3.188781} 
145. {36.115943, 19.91799, 2.996245} 
146. {36.148455, 23.969872, 2.432477} 
147. {36.086815, 27.993692, 1.673392} 
148. {36.033279, 31.990471, 0.758138} 
149. {35.473197, 36.0, 0.0} 
150. {36.0, 34.999694, 0.0} 
151. {33.744408, 40.0, 0.0} 
152. {32.775045, 44.0, 0.0} 
153. {32.803412, 48.0, 0.0} 
154. {34.084525, 52.0, 0.0} 
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155. {35.95746, 56.045278, 0.271046} 
156. {36.0, 55.265001, 0.0} 
157. {36.089769, 60.012982, 1.278947} 
158. {36.089986, 64.025195, 2.081607} 
159. {36.049516, 68.097578, 2.444531} 
160. {36.017236, 72.177719, 2.195077} 
161. {36.013434, 76.157947, 1.254346} 
162. {36.0, 79.143972, 0.0} 
163. {39.248876, 4.0, 0.0} 
164. {40.036146, 7.826473, 1.426401} 
165. {40.0, 4.15651, 0.0} 
166. {40.085321, 11.8317, 2.248978} 
167. {40.095051, 15.915213, 2.411858} 
168. {40.107744, 19.98253, 2.012407} 
169. {40.096162, 23.994779, 1.2252} 
170. {39.944898, 27.960602, 0.234796} 
171. {37.75849, 32.0, 0.0} 
172. {40.0, 28.594918, 0.0} 
173. {36.519906, 56.0, 0.0} 
174. {39.780995, 60.0, 0.0} 
175. {40.056077, 63.947686, 1.047525} 
176. {40.0, 60.246079, 0.0} 
177. {40.054945, 67.983261, 1.697946} 
178. {40.032083, 72.067957, 1.691678} 
179. {40.021545, 76.081198, 0.926209} 
180. {40.0, 78.504442, 0.0} 
181. {44.0, 5.337674, 0.0} 
182. {44.036861, 7.914177, 0.918694} 
183. {44.085798, 11.936762, 1.535361} 
184. {44.060085, 16.005035, 1.427778} 
185. {44.028709, 20.023604, 0.766354} 
186. {43.22715, 24.0, 0.0} 
187. {44.0, 22.900516, 0.0} 
188. {40.409988, 28.0, 0.0} 
189. {43.454023, 64.0, 0.0} 
190. {44.038662, 67.964271, 0.83144} 
191. {44.0, 64.592494, 0.0} 
192. {44.040994, 72.015291, 1.13599} 
193. {44.024105, 76.031797, 0.526077} 
194. {44.0, 77.39631, 0.0} 
195. {48.0, 7.717094, 0.0} 
196. {47.992165, 7.998994, 0.128798} 
197. {48.042578, 11.996839, 0.59664} 
198. {47.94734, 15.998436, 0.161812} 
199. {45.966807, 20.0, 0.0} 
200. {48.0, 16.560856, 0.0} 
201. {46.924494, 68.0, 0.0} 
202. {48.018922, 71.997062, 0.38486} 
203. {48.0, 69.545236, 0.0} 
204. {46.891659, 76.0, 0.0} 
205. {48.0, 75.11263, 0.0} 
206. {48.274075, 8.0, 0.0} 
207. {49.550603, 12.0, 0.0} 
208. {48.280343, 16.0, 0.0} 
209. {49.042245, 72.0, 0.0} 
 
